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MAP 1
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NBBC LAND USE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
1. INTRODUCTION
The Northern Belize Biological Corridors have already been established in draft
through the Feasibility Study of the Proposed Northern Belize Biological Corridor
(map 1) (Meerman et al., 2000) Through an assessment of, primarily, the natural
vegetation characteristics of the Belize, Orange Walk and Corozal districts, and
their value as biological conduits, corridors / easements have been sketched
onto the property map of Belize. According to local biological and developmental
conditions, the corridors are sometimes wide, sometimes narrow. The crucial
factors are their connectivity to established protected areas, whether statutory or
not, and their critical mass (an extended narrow corridor having less feasibility, or
validity, than a more substantial one). In most cases the corridors are contained,
if not constrained, by areas of agricultural or settlement development.
The initial study involved the process of balancing the validity of the optimal size
of the corridors with the expressed and potential demands for development land.
In places, such as around Little Belize, Santa Martha, Biscayne and around the
Western Highway, active development pressure extend up to and, in parts,
adjacent to the corridors.  In essence, the corridors as recommended in the
mentioned report are highly restricted; scraped back to the limits of their
feasibility.  As such, and in conformity with the objectives of the project, there
should be a presumption against any development, including the alteration of
natural vegetation, on lands within the corridors.
As the delineation of the corridors is based primarily on land / vegetation / habitat
suitability, they naturally pass through a mix of land tenure types. This mix is
comprised of private property, national land, forest reserve and protected areas.
Consequently, the presumption against development must apply to all
categories.
Beyond the corridors, however, a further mix is found, in terms of land use and
land tenure. As stated above, in some places there is development in close
proximity to the corridors, and this will have a critical impact on the corridors�
viability and the means adopted to ensure that viability. In other places, such as
along the eastern Corozal coast, there is minimal current development pressure
(apart from logging), leaving more room for policy manoeuvrability. However, in
all cases land uses, and their possible off-site impacts, in the surrounding, or
buffer, lands will largely determine the feasibility of the core corridors.
Land values can be indicative of investment interest, though, given the high
degree of land speculation in region, it does not necessarily signify development
pressure. Internet research (websites of real estate businesses) has revealed the
following data (table 1), though it should be appreciated that many of the values
are artificial, aimed at the foreign market, and are probably higher than the actual
value. Not all the properties are within the corridors, though they are indicative of
lands in the vicinity. Unfortunately it was not possible to link all of the parcels
offered to parcels indicated on the map.
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Table 1. Land value in B$
LOCATION CORRIDOR /

NODE
ACRES VALUE (PRICE

ASKED)
PRICE/ACRE PARCEL COMMENT

International
airport area (S of
Belize River)

Belize River
extension

376 $7,900,000 $21,011 ? river front, partly
developed

Mussell Creek /
Cox�s Lagoon

Mussell Creek -
Cox�s Lagoon

1,922 $768,000 $400 Outside the
corridors?

Undeveloped

Double Head
Cabbage

Belize River 363 $220,000 $606 ? river front

Rancho Dolores Belize River 1,978 $350,000 $177 ? river front, mostly
undeveloped

Rancho Dolores Belize River 5,270 $1,581,000 $300 51? river front, mostly
undeveloped

Yalbac Yalbac 522 $208,000 $398 Could be one
of the parts of
41

 

Carmelita area Crooked Tree -
Estevez

24,000 $17,000,000 $708 Part of the
parcel directly
N of 229

largely developed

Backlanding Crooked Tree -
Estevez

17,000 $1,275,000 $75 Could be part
of 233
(Revenge
Works) or 231

undeveloped

Corozalito Chicago � Salt
Creek

1,000 $450,000 $450 Could be part
of 251

30% partially
developed

Old Northern
Highway

Chicago 1,000 $440,000 $440 Could be part
of 241

highway front,
abandoned farm

Old Northern
Highway

Chicago -
Estevez

105 $500,000 $4,762 Huh 10% developed

Maskall area Estevez 1,320 $11,000,000 $8,333 Part of 273 resort, golf course,
recreation, etc

London Estevez � Santa
Martha

718 $600,000 $836 Just out of the
corridors

highway frontage

Northern River
Lagoon

Chicago �
Freshwater Creek

12,000 $4,000,000 $333 Probably all or
part of the
southern
portion of 255

sea front

Bulkhead /
Shipstern

Freshwater Creek85,000 $19,000,000 $224 260, 259, 258,
257, 256

coastal, mostly
undeveloped

Progresso San Estevan �
New River

2,000 $1,760,000 $880 On the W side
of the lagoon?

river front, partially
developed

Punta Alegre Xopol 3,985 $7,651,200 $1,920 264 coastal
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This report aims to set out various land use strategies and guidelines that can be
used to both ensure the integrity of the corridors, and address development
issues in the surrounding lands. In order to increase the feasibility of the strategy
and prevent fragmentation of efforts, the original corridor proposal (map 1) has
been reduced to include only the primary corridors. An additional change in the
2000 proposal includes the upgrading of one of the secondary western highway
corridors to a primary corridor. This change was deemed necessary because of
the uncertain future of the 1st choice primary corridor at mile 35.

1.1. METHODOLOGY USED
The overall methodology used in this report refers back to the feasibility study of
the Northern Belize Biological Corridor (Meerman, et al. 2000). This study relied
principally on the following information in order to establish a feasible corridor
route:
a) Ecosystem data (Ecosystems map by Meerman & Sabido, 2001) for

location of ecosystems with corridor functionality
b) Agricultural Land Value data
c) Actual land use
d) Population density
e) Land tenure
All the above is essentially the basis for the current study but expanded with
additional landownership information and focussing on biological corridor friendly
land management strategies. In essence the task was:
1. To identify those publicly and privately owned parcels of land in northern
Belize that are important to the integrity of the corridors, for this the 2000 NBBC
feasibility study was analysed. A first assessment showed that there were
approximately 90 parcels of > 1000 acres that would need to be researched.
Determining a management strategy for 90 parcels is already a massive task and
extending the research to include all parcels smaller than 1000 acres would
make the project unmanageable. Ultimately 123 parcels of 1000 acres or larger
(range 1000 � 180,000 acres) were mapped and researched. In addition, 36
parcels smaller than 1000 acres �sneaked in�.
2. For the Land Tenure Specialist within the team to generate information on
ownership and recent changes in ownership and tenure (change of owners,
recent subdivisions etc.) for the identified parcels. This work was essentially a
continuation off the data collected by Norman Arnold during the 2000 feasibility
study.
3. For the landuse specialist within the team to gather information on current
and/or intended land use for the identified parcels and making main
recommendations for a land use strategy.
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In many cases the specialists in the team were able to use his/her experience in
the field and knowledge of the land parcels to identify suitable strategies and
options for each individual parcel or land and even owner.

2. LAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The rationale used in developing the concept of biological corridors in Northern
Belize is based on finding appropriate means to establish appropriate and
realistic connections between the various corridor nodes (core protected areas).
As the alignment of the corridors is superimposed over the existing matrix of land
parcels, and necessarily avoids areas of concentrated development, there is a
corresponding heavy reliance on the large and predominantly un-developed
private parcels which are a feature of much of Northern Belize. Moreover, in
order to maximise their biological / natural habitat suitability, the forested lands
within those parcels are targeted, resulting in the ultimate objective of retaining
that forest.
Apart from the scientific/ecologic objectives of the corridors, there should also be
acknowledgement of their potential contribution to tourism, landscape values,
and to the mitigation of the effects of climate change (floods, drought, etc).
However, conventional Belizean development policy has always been aimed at
maximising the development of the land (such as through the Land Tax Act, the
Aliens Landholding Act, the Belize Land Development Act, etc). Although, due to
the absence of an integrated physical planning system, this development policy
is sometimes implemented regardless of the suitability of the land, for the most
part agriculturally suitable land is targeted, typically the high bush that the
corridor system is reliant upon. Consequently, most proposals for the
conservation of land are met with varying degrees of public and private sector
opposition, based on perceptions of land scarcity. Conversely, though, there is a
rise in demands from community groups for local protected areas, based perhaps
on a more intimate knowledge of the land.  Where Government physical planning
does extend to, it too is also based on the over-riding principle of maximising
land development. The Special Development Areas programme, for example
often strove to open-up the same land that is now being proposed for corridors.
Nonetheless, all these considerations point to the need to strike an effective
balance between agricultural development, the physical attractions on which
tourism is based, and the need to preserve biological values.  Land management
strategies should strive to reflect both national and local needs, and be
appropriate to on-site land conditions.  Ultimately, though, they must ensure the
viability of the corridor system.
Several basic criteria must be considered. The fact whether land is privately
owned (titled) or managed (leased from Government) or whether it is still in
Government hands (National land) (map 2) is of great importance. National lands
are potentially open for inclusion into the National Protected Areas System
(although political support is unlikely at the moment), while private or leased
lands have potential as management within the private protected areas concept
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or other land management options. In the latter case, there may be many
different land owners/users to deal with.

Map 2
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As for other considerations, firstly, as development is usually contingent on the
subdivision of land (e.g. for transference, legal or collateral purposes) the large
parcels on which the corridor is located, or passes through, should be maintained
at their present size. Secondly, it must be recognised that parts of the lands
adjacent, and even, in places, within the corridors may have development
potential, and this should be accommodated and managed. Thirdly, there may be
opportunities to strengthen the corridor system through having appropriate key,
or supporting, areas dedicated as protected areas.

3. LAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY DETAILS
Following from this a fourfold strategy is recommended.
A. To support the maintenance of the integrity of whole parcels of land,

particularly privately owned ones, whilst also supporting the retention of
their natural vegetation cover.

B. To identify and zone appropriate areas of both property and national land
within or adjacent to the corridors that could be developed for agricultural
or other such uses, contingent on safeguards to ensure that these uses do
not negatively impact the core conserved areas.

C. To seek to have Government dedicate parcels of National land, for which
there is negligible demand, as statutory protected areas or �reserves�
under the National Lands Act.

D. To have private funders buy certain key private lands and manage them
for conservation.

3.1. Strategy ‘A’
�To support the maintenance of the integrity of whole parcels of land, particularly
privately owned ones, whilst also supporting the retention of their natural
vegetation cover�.
The corridors pass through, or are adjacent to, numerous large parcels of
property and national land. This strategy requires incentives and measures to be
directed at the landowners to encourage and facilitate the avoidance of
fragmentation / subdivision of their lands. Fragmentation, such as, for example,
of a 1,000 acre property into around twenty 50 acre parcels, apart from reducing
over-all management and opening up the possibilities of varying land uses, is
also likely to lead to further subdivision of some of the 50 acre parcels into yet
smaller ones1.
Maintenance of the current acreage of the parcels may be largely contingent on
their development for eco-tourism (as required under the Land Tax Act), formal
                                                  
1  Speculative subdivision can, however, also result in the unintended yet de-facto maintenance of natural vegetation
with speculators using it only as an investment to be later disposed of at a profit, and having no intention of actual
development.  The Land Speculation Tax misses this important category completely.
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registration as a private protected area (for which there is no current legal
procedure), or on development of private forestry (which is recognised under law,
but not actively supported).  The dedication of appropriate conservation
easements may also contribute.

Map 3.
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Map 4
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Eco-tourism. Although tourism is expanding in Belize, it can be expected that not
all tourism ventures, including eco-tourism, will automatically succeed as
conventional business enterprises.  Apart from considerations such as access,
funding and management, many individual parcels within or around the corridors
may have no particular attraction (e.g. physical features or wildlife habitat), and
acting as a component of a biological corridor will probably not, in itself, generate
sufficient interest to maintain its integrity, or business.
However, owners of undeveloped property in excess of 300 acres are now being
pressured, through the Land Tax (Amendment) Act of 2001, to either bring that
land into some form of demonstrable use, or to sub-divide it.  The only option
allowed by this legislation to avoid this pressure that complements the objectives
of the corridors is through the development of the land for eco-tourism. As eco-
tourism remains undefined under the law (although there are nationally and
internationally recognised definitions), there are no stipulations that such an
enterprise should necessarily be solely monetarily profitable.  Definition could be
extended to include eco-tourism�s contribution to landscape, water catchment,
flora and fauna, support to established protected areas, and the concept of
biological corridors. Relatively few parcels will be suited for eco-tourism ventures
that benefit the NBBC (Map 3 and 4).
Registration of private protected areas. There are numerous private protected
areas in Belize, some coming under individual ownership, some under a
collective.  Currently, only a few have found the means to gain official
recognition, largely through the Companies Act (e.g. the Rio Bravo Conservation
Management Area, the Golden Stream Corridor Preserve, the Shipstern Nature
Reserve), yet many more may be either genuine initiatives (such as the Runaway
Creek Conservation Area), passing fancies, or plain land speculation.  The need
for a comprehensive means of registration has been identified several times over
the past decade or so, and it would allow the genuine initiatives to gain
recognition, and incentives, and perhaps encourage the seemingly bogus ones to
develop their ideas further. The critical nature of the need for some form of
registration has been recognised by the NBBCP and the Mesoamerican
Biological Corridors (MBC) project, and recently (Dec 2002) the �Belize
Association of Private Protected Areas�, �BAPPA� was founded. Parcels (parts or
entirely) suitable for registration of private protected areas are represented in
map 5.
Private forestry. Although there is a Private Forests (Conservation) Act, there is,
as with private protected areas, no means of having a piece of private land
registered as a �forest reserve� for the purposes of management or tax valuation.
The Act, essentially unchanged since 1945, deals only in the licensing, and
related matters, of the harvesting of mahogany and cedar.  The Forests Act
contributes no more to this situation except through section 9 that allows the
Minister to declare, by an order, that the main provisions of the Act apply to
designated private lands. As far as can be ascertained, this provision has never
been used.
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However, as has been frequently pointed out when a piece of National land is
proposed for statutory protection, establishment as a forest reserve offers far
more flexibility in permitted uses than establishment under one of the four
categories allowed under the National Parks Systems Act2. Were section 9
employed in the context of private lands within the biological corridors it would
probably be far more acceptable to landowners as it should allow a variety of
uses to take place. The use of the section in the case of lands within the
corridors would, however, assumedly be based on some incentives, such as tax
reduction.
A draft revision to the Forests Act was proposed in 1994, through the Forest
Planning and Management Project. This contained several provisions enabling
the Minister to enter into agreements with landowners to �declare (for an agreed
period) such land an approved private forest�.  These would be contingent on
clear means of designation and demarcation, and an appropriate management
regime for harvesting and/or wildlife, soil or watershed conservation. Such
agreements would allow exemption from royalties, though not from Land Tax.
They may also allow, and facilitate, access to credits through carbon
sequestration for the larger parcels, or amalgamations of parcels. Parcels
suitable for this concept are shown in map 6.

Conservation easements. Easements are occasionally used in Belize, and they
can, in theory, be incorporated into the deeds of a property. However, as they do
not involve any transference of ownership, they can be easily overturned by
landowners, most probably in the case of new owners. There have been several
cases of developers designating an area as a �wildlife sanctuary� or �reserve� in
order to make a project appear more sensitive at the time of application to
statutory authorities, or even in the EIA process, only to develop it later. A more
stringent means of registering such easements would clarify the matter, allow
more effective monitoring, and possibly be reflected in Land Tax valuation.
Not the entire parcel would be needed to be incorporated in an easement.
Sometimes, strips of suitable vegetation, with little agricultural value could
suffice. Such parcels are indicated in map 7.

                                                  
2  National park, natural monument, nature reserve, and wildlife sanctuary.
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Map 5.
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Map 6
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Map 7
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Covenants. Covenants, sometimes referred to as restrictive covenants that can
be placed as a form of encumbrance on the title to a property, are usually used
by landowners/developers that wish to maintain the appearance, form of use, or
value of a property or subdivided properties. Matters contained in a covenant
may cover the types and extent of land use, the means of waste disposal, and
even the materials and design of any structures. In effect, they are closely similar
to conditions attached to leases of national land, which stipulate how the leased
land should be used.
To be effective they must be written into the deeds of ownership, and remain
binding on any subsequent sale. They are sometimes used in Belize in the more
exclusive developments, though occasionally a developer may state that a
covenant is to be applied in order to appease the authorities, and yet not enforce
it.
The difficulty lies in enforcement, especially in those cases in which the
owner/developer becomes absent after the sale and reneges on post-sale
management responsibilities.  However, property conveyances are checked and
titles registered at the Lands Department, and so there is every possibility that
they could be used by the Land Utilisation Authority in its decisions on
applications to subdivide properties.

Parcel-specific management. Although GOB maintains the right to ensure the
overall management of the land of Belize (as city, town and village councils have
the right, to greater and lesser degrees, to manage their municipalities) actual
land management responsibility can be said to devolve right down to individual
yard maintenance. Some landowners take this responsibility seriously and draw
up comprehensive management plans for their land (farms are typical examples
of this). However, it is probable that many, if not most, of the large parcels within
the corridors have no such plans, especially as many are speculatively held by
absentees. Un-allocated national land is notable for its lack of management, and,
inspite of the efforts of PACT, many statutory protected areas, and particularly
forest reserves, still have no / minimal on-site management.
Acknowledging the dominance of absentee ownership, it is unlikely that many
landowners have the will or means to draft management plans for their land.
Indeed, it is unlikely that many would be aware of any overall regional land
management plans unless specifically informed. However, such plans can have
the combined effects of taking steps to ensure effective management and
conformity with regional plans, and increasing the landowner�s sense of
responsibility as well as helping to maximise return on investment.
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Strategy A: Recommended Actions
! Urge the Commissioner of Lands and Surveys to define �eco-tourism� as it
relates to the Land Tax (Amendment) Act, 2001. This should be undertaken in
full consultation with both statutory agencies (e.g. the Belize Tourism Board),
relevant NGOs (e.g. the Belize Tourism Industry Association, the Belize Eco-
tourism Association, Belize Audubon Society), and private landowners.
! Encourage private landowners, particularly those owning lands in excess of
300 acres, to form a registered Association to develop policy and represent their
interests. This should, ideally, have a countrywide scope and should be based in
Belize. It is advisable that an agency, such as Programme for Belize or the
Mesoamerican Biological Corridors Project, should facilitate this.
! Develop legislation to allow genuine private protected areas to be formally
registered under the law (Involving BAPPA: Belize Association of Private
Protected Areas). This should incorporate such matters as what factors should
determine a private protected area, issues of public access, and what the tax
basis should be. The legislation could be allied to the National Parks Systems
Act (which itself is in need of revision), or be a stand-alone scheme.
! Encourage the Forest Department / Ministry of Natural Resources to review
the Forests Act, with regard to the provisions of the re-draft proposed by the
Forest Planning and Management Project, especially as concerns the declaration
/ registration of private forest reserves.  Additionally, the department should be
urged to adopt the draft Timber Harvesting Licensing Procedures and incorporate
them into legislation.
! Promote the review of the Law of Property, Land Registration Act, and the
Land Utilisation Ordinance to allow easements, whether for conservation or other
uses, to be effectively registered and given a meaningful degree of perpetuity.
! Investigate the potential for the use of covenants in the land management
procedures of the Land Utilisation Authority, and means of monitoring their
implementation. There may, for example, be an opportunity for village councils to
undertake a monitoring role, especially through the land management provisions
of the Village Councils Act.

3.2. Strategy ‘B’
�To identify and zone appropriate areas of both property and national land within
or adjacent to the biological corridors that could be developed for agricultural or
other such uses, contingent on safeguards to ensure that these uses do not
negatively impact the core conserved areas�.
The corridors, as set out in the initial report �Feasibility Study of the Proposed
Northern Belize Biological Corridors Project (Meerman et al., 2000), consist firstly
of �primary corridors� linking the various �nodes� comprised of either protected
areas or substantial acreages of undeveloped land. Also connecting these
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�primary corridors� and �nodes� are �secondary corridors�, which can be
considered as less critical and / or less feasible options. Extending from all three
categories are �supporting links� intended to connect the network with the corridor
system of Central Belize (i.e. extending south of the Sibun River). There are also
narrow �riparian extensions� running along parts of the New, Belize and Sibun
rivers.
The validity of these nodes and corridors has been based on the assessment of
their suitability for wildlife, and feasibility in the face of identifiable development
trends. In many areas they are severely constricted and are unlikely to represent
any great hindrance on overall development prospects. Consequently, while the
principle that lands within the corridors should be maintained under natural
vegetation should be supported, there is limited scope for the identification of
development potential on lands within the corridors, as outlined in the following
cases.

Lands within the corridors
Acting on the principle that there should be a presumption against development
on land within the corridors, it is necessary to firstly identify any areas for which
there is a possibility for future development: an additional �filter� to that used in
the initial report.  Once these areas have been identified, the scope for strategies
and guidelines can be explored for both these potential development areas and
the remaining core corridors, according to tenure (map 8).

Risk Area (A). The various riparian extensions, such as those along the New
River, the Belize River and the Sibun River are the most obviously at risk,
principally due to the high agricultural value of the land. In most cases a minimal
corridor could be maintained through the retention of, at least, the customary 66
feet riverside reserve, though this is only enforceable in cases of national land or
property which has been subject to application to the Land Utilisation Authority.
Properties that have not been subject to any subdivision or perimeter survey prior
to 19813 will be under no legal obligation to retain any such reserve, and this will
apply to several of the older properties alongside the rivers (this is quite apart
from the incapacity of the statutory authorities to enforce the reserves).

                                                  
3  The date the Land Utilisation Ordinance was enacted. It wasn’t actually enforced until around 1984.
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Map 8
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Risk Area (B). Parts of other non-riparian link corridors are also at risk.

• The San Estevan link to the New River passes through land (most, if not all,
national land) which is coming under increasing agricultural use.

• The Biscayne to Chicago and the Chicago to Salt Creek links passes
through land (a mix of national land and property) which, though currently
underdeveloped, may come under increasing pressure once the Old
Northern Highway is up-graded, as is scheduled.

• The Yalbac link (a mix of property, national land and forest reserve) may be
threatened by agricultural expansion coming from the Valley of Peace and
Los Tambos areas.

• The Cotton Tree link proceeds from privately owned parcel 43 (Beaver Dam
Creek Work) which has been subdivided into agricultural parcels, past the
Cotton Tree Village area and into the private Highland Estate subdivision
which, though mainly undeveloped, may be more opened up through
development associated with Belmopan.

Risk Area (C). In places, parts of the main corridors and the nodes may also be
subject to development pressure.
In the Estevez node one of the main blocks of parcel 273 has been
comprehensively subdivided by the British American Cattle Co. This has been
subject to a variety of development proposals in the past, and, should one of
them succeed, it may have a knock-on effect on surrounding blocks.
The Freshwater Creek node includes parts of the 90,000 acre old Corozal Timber
land (consisting of parcels 260, 259, 258, 257 and 256). This land has now been
purchased by North Coast Investments, which has plans to develop it for a
network of retirement communities. Although conservation easements may be
included, the question over their permanence remains.
In the Belize River to New River Lagoon corridor there may be some pressure
around the Lemonal area in parcels 283 (Mumble de Peg) and 283B through
agricultural and aquacultural development.
In the Belize River node there may be some increase in agricultural development
alongside the Belize River in parcel 41 (Meditation).
Should the �Satellite City� at Mile 41 on the Western Highway reach any
substantial degree of development, it may exert a knock-on effect on the
development prospects, and value, of other lands in the vicinity, such as parcels
80, 43, 47, and the remaining portion of 44.
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Strategy
Appropriate parts of these parcels may be suitable for such uses as outlined
above, such as forestry, agroforestry, organic farming, animal rearing (non-
intensive) or low-impact housing. It should be recognised, however, that some of
these uses, especially housing, might require some sub-division of the parcels.
To ensure that uses do not conflict with corridor objectives, the use of legally
enforceable covenants is recommended, based, where possible, on parcel-
specific land management plans (as described in Strategy �A�).
The areas in which these uses could be developed are indicated on maps 6, 7 &
9. Detailed zoning at the individual parcel level should be carried out through
parcel-specific land management plans.
Timber harvesting (logging) licenses may be issued by the Forest Department to
cover operations on property, national land or forest reserves, and there is no
reason to suggest that lands within the corridors could not be logged, given
suitable management arrangements.
There are ad-hoc arrangements for community consultation when national land is
subject to a licence, though no transparency in the actual licence issuing
process, and no form of comprehensive management plan is currently required.
Considering the profound impact a logging operation can have on the land (the
pushing of access roads, watercourse obstruction, local damage through felling,
species depletion, fire risk, increased hunting, facilitated access into forested
lands) it is recommended that comprehensive management plans be required for
all logging operations within the corridors, and that these plans are subject to
thorough public consultation. A draft set of Timber Harvesting Licensing
Procedures were drawn up in the mid 1990�s, and these set out the necessary
measures required to ensure that operations are effectively, and openly,
managed.
Other land uses. As stated above, some land uses may be appropriate on lands
within the corridor, contingent on suitable location, soils and the avoidance of
impacts on critical habitats. Concerning agricultural uses (map 9), it is consistent
with corridor objectives that organic, low-impact, and non-pollutive practices
should be observed. There is a growing international market for organic produce
that currently includes cacao, citrus and bananas. This may be extendable to
other products more frequently cultivated in the north, such as cashew, papayas,
pineapples, vegetables, and, possibly, sugar cane.
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Map 9
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 It would also be appropriate for any cultivation on corridor lands to exert minimal
impact on its surroundings. Cleared areas should be relatively modest, ideally
consisting of no more than 20 acres, attention should b paid to the retention of
�reserves� along all water courses and water bodies4, and measures adopted to
ensure that, should chemicals or liquid waste be generated, there is no drainage
into water course or water bodies.
Animal rearing, particularly cattle, is popular in Northern Belize, and there are
quite extensive areas within and around the corridors which are suitable for this.
Here again, there is a need for low-impact practices. Low intensity rearing should
be practised, especially on marginal soils, natural vegetation retained wherever
possible, and care taken to ensure effective fencing. The dominant problem,
however, in the rearing of cattle (and pig, sheep, etc) is that they may attract wild
animals, either to the animals or their feed, leading to the question over the
balance of the protection of domestic animals and the conservation of wild
animals.  A form of quid pro quo would have to be accepted.
Some lands within the corridors are also suitable for aquaculture. Most studies
on the impacts of Belizean aquaculture on the natural environment point to the
impacts of effluent on water courses and bodies. This can be controlled.
However, the construction, servicing and physical presence of the large ponds
will introduce uses and obstacles that conflict with corridor objectives (although
not, perhaps, for birds). Although GOB is promoting the expansion of the industry
in the north, and there are proposals for its use as a contribution to community
economic advancement, its incompatibility must be recognised and it should not
be encouraged. Fortunately, as the emphasis is on the inclusion of broadleaf
forested lands in the corridors, areas with high to moderate suitability for
aquaculture (typically pine ridge soils) are excluded.
Housing. One of the central principles of property is the ability of the owner to
�enjoy� it, implying the right of the owner, whether an individual, family or
consortium, to live on it (an exception to this may be properties that are held by
banks, etc).  This could amount to the presence of several houses on one
property, though this is not usually the case as it tends to lead to the need for
separate land tenure, whether for inheritance, investment security or loan
collateral. This, in turn, leads to subdivision, and fragmentation of the original
larger property.
Residential sub-division could be accommodated on appropriate lands within
corridors, though, as with agricultural uses, it should be contingent on low-impact
and low density. It is recommended that any area to be developed for housing
should cover no more than 50 acres per un-subdivided parcel (i.e. any of the
large private parcels typically consisting of over 300 acres), have a minimum lot
size of 5 acres, a maximum of 2 structures per lot, appropriate means of solid

                                                  
4 It is not recommended that these reserves should necessarily be tied to the conventional requirement for 66 feet.
The imposition of such a requirement would probably discourage its acceptability.  The requirement should be based
on on-site conditions; in some places a mere 30 feet may appropriate, in others 100 feet or more.
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and liquid waste disposal5, and the retention of at least two thirds of the natural
vegetation. All subdivisions and their occupants should be governed by legally
binding covenants containing the above provisions.
Quarrying, whether for roads or other purposes, usually leaving a long-term scar
on the land leading to sheet erosion, should be discouraged. The exception may
be operations that are rehabilitated after use (i.e., topsoil returned and
reforested), and this should be reflected in the mining license from the Geology
and Petroleum Department, and should be monitored.

                                                  
5  Solid waste: collection and transport to an official dump site or controlled burning at a suitable location. Liquid
waste: readily maintainable septic tanks (i.e. above ground), or composting toilets.
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Lands surrounding the corridors
Brief overview of development around the corridors
The areas affected by the proposed corridors are necessarily hemmed in by
areas of varying degrees of development, mostly agriculture, by lands deemed
unsuitable for corridors (e.g. open pine ridge), or by the sea.
Commencing in the north, the lands of �central� Corozal and Orange Walk
districts, lying to the west and north west (generally on the west of the New
River) are probably some of the most intensively used in Belize, and this intrudes
into the corridor area in the Little Belize, Miller�s Bight and Santa Martha areas.
Almost all the land has been converted to cultivation, predominantly sugar cane,
and there is a high population density in the many villages and two urban centres
of Corozal and Orange Walk towns. A mix of poor soils, poor drainage, difficult
access, and private land ownership has so far hindered further development in
the corridor lands (particularly parcels 256, 257, 258, 259, 260 and 261 that abut
the coast, map 10).

Map 10
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The intensity of use, and density of population, decreases further to the south
west towards the Lamanai / San Carlos area, with the New River and the poor
soils on its eastern bank (and the large scale private land ownership) acting as a
barrier to further expansion. The exception to this is around Carmelita, where
small-scale agriculture has spread into parcel 230. The Rio Bravo Conservation
Management Area effectively blocks development south of the San Carlos area.
Further to the south west, in the vicinity of Labouring Creek and the Belize River
in the Cayo District, increasing agricultural activity, and growing population, exert
pressure on the corridor lands from the Valley of Peace, Never Delay and More
Tomorrow. As with the Lamanai area, little development has crossed the river (in
this case the Belize River), though here it is only due to poor access and
predominant private ownership; the soils of the large parcels north of the river
(parcels 40, 41, 45 and 46) have a generally high productive value (map 11).

Map 11
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Lands along the Western Highway, and lying to the south of the Belize River
(parcels 43, 36, 80, 48, 44, 49 and 50)(map 12), are currently little developed,
mainly due to private ownership, the relatively poor soils surrounding the actual
highway, and subsequent bad drainage and difficult access to the more fertile
soils nearer the Belize River and the Sibun River. There are exceptions. Parcel
36 was proposed for a large residential settlement (Capital Gardens), and,
though this was never actualised, another possibly larger settlement has
achieved some completion at Jih Chan on parcel 49. Also, the �Satellite City� is
intended to be developed on parcel 48. These actual and proposed
developments, along with any expansion of La Democracia, would, if realised,
constitute a major population centre, severely compromising the objectives of the
corridor system south of the Belize River and effectively blocking any connection
to the Manatee region to the south.  There are some medium to large-scale
agricultural developments along the Belize River, such as the Big Fall rice farm
(parcel 50), and large citrus plantations along the Sibun River. Some aquaculture
is being developed to the north of the Sibun.

Map 12
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Further to the north east, in western Belize District, the lack of access and poor
drainage has discouraged any development along the south bank of the Belize
River east of parcel 50 (Big Fall), though on the north bank there are several
villages backing onto pine ridge land.

Land use management in the surrounding lands
The introduction and implementation of the biological corridor system represents
a land use planning initiative. It must largely rely on the physical planning and the
co-ordination (and increased capacity) of the activities and procedures of the
statutory, municipal, voluntary private sectors. Apart from occasional semi-official
policies, the only initiative to try to accomplish this up to the present has been the
Special Development Area (SDA) programme, and this has not been with
marked success.
Four SDAs impact the area covered by the proposed corridor system. The first
two, the Boom / Hattieville / Ladyville SDA (SI 164 of 1991) and the Corozal
District North East SDA (SI 163 of 1991), have approved development plans. The
other two, Belize District North and Orange Walk District East, do not.
The Burrell Boom / Hattieville / Ladyville SDA covered the parts of the Sibun and
Belize rivers that are proposed as riparian corridor extensions. It had as its main
objective the need to address the options for urban growth in the Belize City
hinterland. Its plan included some extensive stretches of riverside reserve
(typically wetlands and patches of royal palm forest), reaching well beyond the 66
feet, yet it did not expressly spell out the regular 66 feet reserve, taking this as
granted. Lands beyond the riverside tend to be zoned for a mix of �rural low�,
�rural medium� and �rural high� density (see below) according to local conditions.
Corozal District North East, covers the old Corozal Timber land (parcels 265,
257, 258, 259 and 260), the Shipstern / Sarteneja area, and extends west along
the coast to the Cerro Peninsula. It impacts all of the Shipstern Dry Forest,
Shipstern High Forest and Xopol corridors, and a substantial part of the
Freshwater Creek node. It was intended to focus on the potential for agricultural
expansion and coastal tourism, though its plan included generous tracts of
�reserve� covering most wetlands. As stated above, however, it did zone much of
the high bush areas that are central to the corridors for �agriculture�, and
savannah lands are zoned for �rural low density�.
Both these development plans were approved in 1993, and both require thorough
review, hopefully with a significantly wider degree of participation than they had
in their original preparation.
Orange Walk East (declared in 1993), embraces all of Orange Walk District east
of the New River and, as such, covers parts of the New River riparian extension,
the San Estevan, Crooked Tree and Santa Martha corridors, and much of the
Freshwater Creek and Estevez nodes. It was supposed to address the
rationalisation of agricultural expansion and forest protection, community based
recreation, and urban and village expansion. No plan was produced. Belize
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District North East cover all of Belize District lying north of Sandhill and east of a
line running north from Mexico Creek (the eastern section of the Crooked Tree
Wildlife Sanctuary). It impacts the Biscayne, Salt Creek and Chicago corridors
and the Estevez node. Its objectives were the revitalization of the local economy
in the disadvantaged Old Northern Highway area, and again, no plan was
produced.
None of the committees set up to oversee the planning exercises in these SDAs
can be described as inclusive. Usually they consisted of local Lands Department
staff and political appointees. There was minimal consultation. Moreover, there
was little public exposure for the ensuing development plans, and implementation
has relied solely on the limited capacity of the Physical Planning Section of the
Lands and Survey Department.
Furthermore, as mentioned above, the SDA programme, as the current terrestrial
physical planning tool in Belize, requires considerable adaptation if it is to have a
chance for the successful implementation of the corridors system. Apart from
issues of wider participation, a higher public profile, and enhanced means of
implementation and monitoring, the classification system used, which reflects the
dominance of development over conservation, needs revision. The classification
system used in the SDAs mentioned above is basically as follows:
�Urban high density�: typically covering town or village expansion (usually
implying 6 to 8 lots per acre);
�Urban low density�: land generally suitable for urban use yet with some physical
obstruction, such as creeks (having a maximum of 3 to 4 lots per acre);
�Commercial / industrial�: the preferred location for such uses as factories,
warehouses, depots, large offices, large shops, etc;  
�Institutional / infrastructural�: the preferred location of such uses as large scale
uses as airport / strips, education and health facilities, large scale recreation, etc;
�Rural high density�: land currently used or having the potential for residential /
agricultural use (having a minimum of 5 acres per parcel);
�Rural medium density�: land with high to medium agricultural potential (usually
with a minimum of 30 acres per parcel);
�Rural low density�: land with poor agricultural value, excluding steep slopes or
permanent wetlands (a minimum of 100 acres per parcel);
�Reserve�: land with steep slopes or permanent wetlands, though also have high
with watershed, biological or landscape values (covering both statutory and
private protected areas);
�Forest reserve�: land suitable for existing or potential statutory forest reserve.

To broaden the system a wider range of considerations needs to be added, such
as (a) solid and liquid waste disposal, (b) utility supply, (c) infrastructure
development, (d) building set-backs, (e) community forestry, (f) the use of
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pesticides / herbicides / fungicides / fertiliser, (g) the potential for aquaculture,
and (h) the matter of a variable �66 feet� reserve. More may be appropriate.
Additionally, the programme should be expanded to take on a pro-active role �
after identifying particular social, economic or physical needs the plans should
make recommendations on how to address those needs, and identify means to
fund need-specific projects. For example, in the case of an SDA covering lands
impacted by the corridors, a development plan could incorporate a project to
involve local municipalities, CBOs and NGOs in measures to plan, monitor and
benefit from local corridors.
It must be recognised, however, that, in order to have any teeth, the planning
process has, ultimately, to be carried out by the statutory authorities (currently
the Physical Planning Section / Land Utilisation Authority). Alternatively, once a
new SDA is declared, or one of the current ones re-invigorated, local groups /
specialists, could, with the approval of the statutory authorities, undertake a land
use planning exercise and draft up a development plan which could then be
endorsed by the authorities.
The recently launched Land Management Project (LMP, the successor to the
Land Administration Project) has funding for a Land Use Planning and
Development Review component. This component is intended to improve the
Lands Department / Physical Planning Section�s capacity to plan for, review and
monitor land use changes, including development proposals, through the
development of a decentralized national land use planning framework, and
through the preparation of local land use plans and the delineation of village
boundaries.
This initiative is largely based on the considerable powers in the Village Council�s
Act enabling councils to have a meaningful say in how their village lands are
developed.
The Land Alliance for National Development (LAND, an NGO coalition that
includes at least one of the NGOs involved in the implementation of the Northern
Belize Biological Corridors) intervened in the LMP process by drafting a Land
Management Policy ostensibly to be endorsed and put into practice by the
Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment and Industry. The policy addresses
matters relating to the assessment of natural resources, resource allocation, the
planning of resource use, and the procedures involved throughout. Its guiding
principle is the injection of accountability and transparency into all the Ministry�s
dealings.
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Strategy ‘B’: Recommended Actions
! The Lands and Surveys Department should undertake a review of the 66 feet
reserve rule in liaison with the NGO, municipal and private sectors. The rule was
initially found in the Crown Lands Act, and has since been included into the
National Lands Act and it also implemented through the Land Utilisation
Ordinance. The original purpose of the rule is stated as enabling sea or river
users to put ashore without undue hindrance. Since then it has come to include
other uses such as erosion control, watershed management, aesthetics, and
wildlife corridors. None of these are officially sanctioned in law. Moreover, it
should be recognised that there is a wide degree of conditionality in the
appropriateness of the rule: in some places a mere 20 feet may be suitable, in
others a possible 200 feet may be appropriate. Provisions for monitoring
compliance with the reserves by community based organisation or local
municipalities should also be explored. Areas for which implementation of the 66
feet reserve would be particularly beneficial as a strategy are indicated in map
13.
! Campaign for an increase in support for the growing market for Belizean
organic produce. Both the Ministry of Agriculture and the Belize Marketing Board
should explore the potential for an increased market, and direct assistance at
exploiting it. Non-government organisations, such as the Banana Growers
Association, the Citrus Growers Association and the Toledo Cacao Growers
Association should be encouraged to participate.
! Lobby for participation and consultation in the Land Management Project
(Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment and Industry), which includes a
specific project for enhanced land use planning in Belize, and the definition of
village boundaries.
! Campaign for municipal, CBO and NGO inclusion in the revision of the Land
Utilisation Ordinance (an activity of the Land Management Project) to ensure that
it adequately reflects the needs of local interests.
! Press for the acceptance by Government of the Land Management Policy,
drafted by the Land Alliance for National Development. This policy, included as
Annexe One to this report, endeavours to inject a series of policies into the GOB
land management process, based primarily on accountability and transparency.
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Map 13
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Map 14
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3.3. Strategy ‘C’
�To seek to have Government dedicate parcels of National land, for which there
is negligible demand, as statutory protected areas or �reserves� under the
National Lands Act�.
This strategy should be contingent on the revision of the National Parks Systems
Act to allow greater flexibility in the designation of protected areas. An example
being the Freshwater Creek Forest Reserve, which is recognised as a popular
local recreation and hunting area, resulting in the need to maintain it as a forest
reserve as such uses are not permitted under the National Parks Systems Act.
Such local conditions, and preferences, characterise the public�s perception of,
and needs for, local protected areas. It may be appropriate to incorporate some
provisions from the Forests Act into the National Parks Systems Act.
The strategy is also heavily dependent on the provisions of the National Lands
Act for �reserves�, which are not sufficiently defined. Historically �reserves� used to
be for agricultural settlement schemes (e.g. Strathbogue, Ramonal and Sapote,
and the Sarteneja Reservation). Now, though, there is a need, based on the
inflexibility of the National Parks Systems Act and the chronic poor
communication between the Lands and Forest departments, for expanding or
revising the definition. Currently, however, there is an implication of only
temporary status.
The criteria should be that the land is critical to the integrity of the corridors, that
there is negligible evident demand for the land for agricultural or other uses, and
that there is management feasibility. Local groups, such as the recently
established alliance of NGOs that has a specific focus on the Northern Belize
Biological Corridors project, should assess the following list of potential areas for
protection. Though extensive, it is contingent on national ownership, and some
will be found to be more appropriate and feasible than others (see map 14 - 17).

!Parcel 45A in the Belize River node (part of �Castile�, along the north bank of
the Belize River directly across from parcel 44, which is associated with the
�Satellite City�).
!The part of Parcel 44 alongside the Belize River in the Mile 35 corridor (the
parcel is associated with the �Satellite City�).
!Parts of Parcel 206 in the Belize River � New River Lagoon corridor (�Rough
Mile�, south west of Rancho Dolores).
!The lagoon side of Parcels 286 and 287 in the New River Lagoon corridor
(�Middleton O�Connor� and �McLenan White�, north west of Lemonal).
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Map 15

Map 16
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Map 17

!The lagoon side of Parcels 232 in the New River Lagoon corridor (�Blackburn�,
west of Crooked Tree).
!Parts of Parcel 66 in the Biscayne corridor (�Black Creek Work�, south of the
Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary and north of the Maypen area).
!Eastern parts of Parcels 236 and 237 in the Biscayne corridor (�Staines� and
�Cecilia Crawford / Goff�s�, east of the Crooked Tree junction).
!Riparian parts of Parcel 240 in the Chicago corridor (�Maskall, August &
Hickey�, south west of Maskall).
!The riverside of Parcel 230 in the Crooked Tree corridor / New River riparian
extension (�Guinea Grass� south of Carmelita).
!Parts of Parcel 229 in the Crooked Tree corridor (made up of a combination of
�Guinea Grass�, �Richmond Hill� and �Moll Punch Shoal�, south east of Carmelita).
!Parts of Parcels 270, 270a and 270b in the Freshwater Creek node
(Freshwater Creek Work / Turnbull Estate, south of Little Belize).
!Parts of Parcels 268 and 267 in the Xopol corridor (�Reserve Bank� and �Bar
Works�, lying east of Chunux).
!Parts of Parcel 261a in the Xopol corridor (�Shipstern�, north east of Little
Belize).
!Parts of Parcels 262b and 262 in the Shipstern High Forest corridor (�Rocky
Point�, lying south and east of Sarteneja).
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3.4. Strategy ‘D’
�To have private funders buy certain key private lands and manage them for
conservation.� This strategy is similar to the Registration of private protected
areas discussed under strategy �A�. The main difference being that under this
strategy, lands critical to the functioning of the NBBC are bought (by a
conservation NGO) for this specific purpose and then managed as a private
protected area. The investment in this strategy is only warranted when sufficient
guarantees exist that the NBBC concept finds national acceptance and can be
expected to function as intended. The number of parcels initially considered
suitable for this strategy is limited and most parcels can be found in the Belize
River and Western Highway crossing areas (Map 5).
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Annexe A

LAND  ALLIANCE  FOR  NATIONAL  DEVELOPMENT (LAND)
A PROPOSED LAND  MANAGEMENT  POLICY
BACKGROUND
The Civil Society Summit of 1996 identified the issue of the use of land resources
in Belize as one of the five prime concerns. Stemming from this summit the
Belize Audubon Society (BAS), the Society for the Promotion of Education and
Research (SPEAR) and the Belize Association of Producers Organisation
(BAPO) made a unified call for other concerned organisations to join them in
addressing issues relating to land management. In 1999 a workshop was held at
the Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary with representatives from a variety of
Non-Governmental Agencies from throughout the country. At this meeting the
Land Alliance for National Development (LAND) was formed with membership
from:

� the University of the West Indies
(Belize Campus)

� Programme for Belize

� the Toledo Alcaldes Association

� the Toledo Maya Cultural Council
� the Belize Environmental Law and
Policy Organisation

� Belicana Consultants
� the Toledo Cacao Growers
Association

� the Rio Hondo Environmental
Conservation  Organisation
� the Toledo Ecotourism Association

� Help For Progress

� the Association of Friends of Freshwater
Creek Forest Reserve
� the Belize Human Rights Commission

� Plenty International (Belize)

� Greenreef

� the Muslim Community of Belize

� the Sibun Watershed Alliance

� the National Garifuna Council

� the Kekchi Council of Belize
� the Belize Zoo

The following nine issues of concern were clearly identified.

• the absence of any clear or authoritative policy on the use and
management of land in Belize

• excessive political control of the land management process

• disproportionate foreign ownership of land resources

• inequitable allocation of National land and national resources

• a lack of effective implementation of the laws relating to land
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• the prevalence of insecure land tenure

• the abuse of the Government�s land acquisition powers

• poor and occasionally corrupt administration of the land management
processes

• the lack of sufficient information on land issues and the development
process

To address these concerns a resolution was approved by all participants:
“To influence the establishment, through legislation, and after full consultation
with civil society and the private sector, a comprehensive, national land policy
which allows for clear, non-partisan and fair practices for the distribution,
management and sustainable use of our land resources … no later than
September 2001”

INTRODUCTION
This policy, or set of twelve policy statements with associated recommended
actions, is planned as a step by step approach designed to address the broad
range of land management issues in Belize. It commences with the basic issues
related to the assessment of the physical resources of the land, such as how to
decide what land use an area of land is suitable for (e.g. agriculture, housing,
conservation, etc). From those fundamental considerations the policy goes on to
address the means of managing those resources through the management of
demand and allocation, through land use planning, and through management
administration procedures.
Although it is recognised that there are considerable regional physical and
cultural differences throughout Belize, this document is intended, if implemented,
to put in place the foundations on which subsequent plans and policies, reflecting
different sectoral and regional needs and conditions, could be built.
It must be recognised, however, that this policy only addresses management
issues; policies on the more value-laden issues such as land tenure and land use
are to follow and build on this policy.
The broad objective of the policy is to ensure that the land of Belize, both
Government owned and private, is managed efficiently and equitably on a long
term basis. In summary it is based on the following fundamental prerequisites:
Firstly: the need to collect, classify and generate information on the
resources that form the foundation on which policy can be built.
Secondly: the need to identify the demand for land resources.
Thirdly: the need for planning in the use and the allocation of land
resources so as to ensure that demand is met and social and economic
investment is effectively promoted.
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Fourthly: the establishment of procedures to implement the three principles
above.

The Four Components of the Policy
A precondition to the formulation of the policy is the need to differentiate between
the four basic processes that are integral to general land resource management.
They are Resource Assessment, which focuses on the characteristics of the
land, both natural and man-made, Allocation, which addresses the distribution
of land resources, Planning, that determines how best to use the resources, and
Procedure, which addresses the means by which decisions on land use,
allocation and planning are taken and how they are implemented.
Resource Assessment is, essentially, an exercise in determining what
resources are available in a given area: these could be natural, such as soils,
geology, hydrology, vegetation, wildlife, or man-made, such as population
(including age, gender, income and skills), infrastructure (roads and bridges), or
utilities (electricity, water, telecommunications, etc). To this can be added the
nature of existing development, such as settlement, agriculture, tourism, and
commerce. This assessment is intended to identify, quantify and qualify the basic
resources that can be addressed and utilised by the following allocation and
planning policies.
Allocation Policies are not necessarily tied to the availability of resources,
whether that is natural or man-made resources. They are more pro-active and
frequently express an intention to achieve certain goals within a certain time and
are usually focused on the delivery of resources to targeted groups. In a strategic
context these can include low-income households, Belizeans returning from
abroad, or accommodation of refugees. In a more detailed context they can
address which groups or individuals are to gain from the expansion of a town or
village, or a specific agricultural settlement scheme, or how many hotels should
be developed in an area over a given period of time. They can also be relatively
passive, in as much as they require an unsolicited demand (such as an
application from a developer), before they respond.
Policies with a more qualitative basis, focusing on matters such as the intention
to promote organic farming or the need to assist small farmers in maintaining
their economic base, can also be expressed as allocation policies, though greatly
augmented by specific procedural policies.
These policies are not expressed within any standardised classification system,
are frequently formulated on an ad-hoc basis, and are often imposed on an
unprepared bureaucracy. They are usually formulated by the agencies that
control the resources (i.e. the Government, large land-owners, producer�s
associations) but can also be proposed by pressure, representative or advocacy
interests.
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Planning Policies are the means to translate all the information gained from
resource assessments and allocation policies into a utilisable format. This is both
a technical and consultative exercise; the technical information, on such matters
as soils, hydrology, biological habitats and identified demand for land must be
applied with consideration to the social, economic and geographic conditions of
the various areas, or regions, of Belize. Both the accuracy of the technical land
resource information and the degree of effective participation in the planning
process by those to whom the planning is supposed to apply is the critical issue
here. Plans, whether drawn up by the public, private or NGO sectors, will fail
unless they take the existing and / or proposed users and beneficiaries of the
plan into account.
Once an effective plan is approved the next step is its implementation.
Procedural Policies are not related to land resources, only to their
management. They essentially concern the means by which land use and land
allocation policies are formulated, how decisions on their management are taken,
and how they are implemented. Procedural policies can be formulated by any
agency, public or private, and can address such matters as efficiency,
professionalism, profitability, responsiveness, accountability, and inclusiveness.
The broad based land policy for LAND must address all four of the types of policy
outlined above. Yet the scope for effective recommendation is limited by the
ability, and availability, of resources to implement them. Also each type of policy
offers a particular opportunity for innovation. For Land Use it may concern the
development and/or fine tuning of the current (and so far un-standardised)
classification system; for Allocation it may address the means to accurately
identify demand and the ability for supply; for Procedure it may focus on the
introduction of concerns on increased participation in the decision making
processes. In each case the objective, rationale, means, and projected benefits
must be clearly identified.

POLICY PRINCIPLES
This Land Policy is guided by principles, based on the nine concerns expressed
in the founding of LAND.
► There must be clarity in the responsibility for the management of land
resources.
There is a wide variety of agencies involved in the decision making processes
that influence the use of land resources in Belize. Most of these are statutory,
though NGOs are increasingly taking up responsibilities, often in co-management
arrangements with the statutory authorities. However, there is minimal
coordination between many of these agencies, leading to contradiction,
duplication and occasional discrepancies. This has resulted in frustration, under-
development and the possibility of certain sectors of society becoming either
preferred or marginalized in the allocation of resources.
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► The decision-making processes in land management must be efficient,
consistent, transparent and accountable.
The various decision-making processes that determine or regulate the use and
development of land resources are notoriously inefficient and inconsistent. This is
due to a number of reasons, partly technical, but mostly due to the extraordinary
lack of accountability and transparency in the decision-making processes.
Openness is viewed as both a public right, and a means to ensure efficiency and
equity.
► Local participation in the decision-making processes ensures development
that is complementary to local needs.
The development of land resources must be based on needs and opportunities
on national, regional and community levels. However, these levels frequently
have divergent needs, and development can often take place at the expense of
one or the other. Furthermore, current participation in the development
processes is largely confined to central Government bureaucracy and the
political and private development sectors. To ensure development meets the
needs of all sectors of society, participation must be expanded to all legitimate
representative organisations.

RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
The Assessment of the Characteristics of Land
The basic factor in a land policy must be the land itself. The total quantity of land
available for allocation, whether private or public, is subject to only a little
variation through such means as sea reclamation and this is addressed below in
Allocation and Procedural policies. The natural quality and characteristics of the
land largely determine its value, though here again there can be variation,
sometimes considerable, through location, tenure, infrastructure, improvement
and demand. The combination of these considerations usually determines the
consequent land use.
The primary natural characteristics that influence �intrinsic� land quality can be
categorised in fairly basic terms: geology, degrees of soil fertility, importance as
habitat (e.g. wildlife, timber, medicinal plants), value for hydrology and erosion
control, landscape aesthetics, value for coastal protection, climate change, and
usefulness for non-agricultural uses (e.g. housing, aquaculture, recreation). To
these could be added traditional / cultural uses, a frequently under-estimated
factor.
There have been numerous studies undertaken on most of these �intrinsic�
categories, some site-specific and some more wide-ranging, but there are still
large gaps and there is still little, if any, consensus on some fundamental
classification systems.
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There are numerous individual studies of varying habitats for sometimes quite
isolated areas, with only a country-wide vegetation study giving an indication of a
national profile. Other examples of assessments include forestry (both national
and site specific), hydrology (regional and site specific), soils (national), geology
(national and regional), biodiversity (regional and species specific), vegetation
(national and regional), climate change (national), bathymetry (site specific), and
land use (national and regional).
A set of comprehensive assessments have been undertaken on the basic land
systems of the whole country (King et al), which are based on the appraisal of
soils, vegetation, and fundamental geology and hydrology. These assessments
are frequently taken as forming the current basis of potential land use appraisal.
An attempt to extrapolate a system of �land productivity values� (sometimes
referred to as �agricultural values�) from the assessments was done (ranging from
1 to 5 with 1 as the �best�) in order to assist rural land use planning. Yet the
exercise was unsatisfactory, partly as it wasn�t based on sufficient information on
such factors as habitat, hydrology, etc, and partly due to the difficulty in
establishing a set of all-encompassing values when there are so many variations
in the country in farming techniques and traditional / cultural land values. The
Sensitive Areas maps, another extrapolation of the resource assessments and
intended to guide the siting of leases of National land, were also ineffective
perhaps largely due to their being more indicative of where not to develop as
opposed to where and how to develop.
Until a set of comprehensive �land productivity� or �intrinsic� values can be drawn
up that is based on as full as possible an assessment of all the natural
characteristics of the land and reflects local perceptions, any attempts at a
reliable land classification system would be unproductive. Moreover any attempts
at drafting any �national land use plan� or, as would be more appropriate,
establishing a �national land use-planning system�, would be difficult and probably
frustrated.
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POLICY  STATEMENT  ONE

Land policy must have a firm basis in the thorough assessment of the natural
characteristics of the land; broad enough to act as base line data that
encompasses all natural features that are likely to have an influence on
development and long term management.
Once such an assessment is in place it can be used in comparison with other
data, such as infrastructure, location and demand, to enable a comprehensive
evaluation of development options. The assessment should be sufficiently
flexible to allow addition and improvement.

Action
The objectives and methodology of the Conservation and Environmental Data
System (CEDS), which is operated through the Land Information Centre (LIC),
should be reviewed to explore means of expansion and collation with the
intention of supplying such a base line data system. This should include means
to ensure that all research undertaken by national and foreign institutions is
passed to the LIC, and that the system is capable of using non-natural data
such as infrastructure and land tenure.

The Classification of Development
As identified above there are factors apart from natural ones that influence the
value of land, and thereby largely its use: demand, tenure, location, infrastructure
and improvement. Demand is addressed in Allocation Policy, and tenure in
Procedural Policy. Location, perhaps the most important factor in the land
market, stands alone; little can be done to influence it beyond economic trends
(which a land policy is intended to influence), demographic trends (addressed in
Allocation policy), climate trends (which should be integrated into the intrinsic
land values). It can also be highly influenced through the supply of infrastructure
and improvement: otherwise known as development.
There is an evident need to ensure that in the foundation of land policies, the
actual categories that describe development are comprehensive, clear,
unambiguous and consensual. Though there are several agencies in both the
public and private sectors that have land use planning responsibilities, the
government sector has primary importance as it implements the legislation that
defines the bottom line.
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The Physical Planning Section of the Lands and Surveys Department has the
responsibility for the Special Development Areas (SDAs) programme. This
generally rural sub-regional land use planning programme is far from ideal (being
based solely on one or two paragraphs in the Land Utilization Ordinance), but it
is the only instrument the Section currently has, and it is frequently referred to by
numerous interested agencies. The land use classifications customarily used in
the SDAs are strategic; they do not focus on details of development except
occasionally through conditional provisions for specific sites. Examples are:
�agricultural high / medium / low density�, �residential high / medium / low density�
and so on.
The Housing and Planning Department has the far more substantial, though out-
dated, Housing and Town Planning legislation to rely on. Consequently it is able
to employ far more detailed classifications in the comprehensive urban planning
exercises it is responsible for. The use of highly detailed classifications employed
at a equally detailed scale is where planning issues really begin to bite: there has
been a series of disputes in Ambergris Caye over the zoning of some areas with
a maximum of two floors and others with three floors, and the attempts to
implement a zoning plan for Belize City have been continually frustrated.
There are three other statutory land use planning agencies: the Coastal Zone
Management Authority and Institute (CZMAI), the National Emergency
Management Organization (NEMO), and the Public Utilities Commission (PUC).
The CZMAI has powers to draft a Coastal Zone Management Plan, which
includes land use zoning provisions that can range from strategic to highly
detailed, though it does not have any powers to implement them. The NEMO has
powers to draft �precautionary plans� for �specially vulnerable area�. Although
none as yet have been drafted they most probably will include both strategic and
detailed provisions, but as with the CZMAI it has no direct implementation
capabilities. The PUC has powers through the Water Industry Act to declare
areas as �controlled areas� in order to preserve water catchment features and
control the abstraction of water.
The relationship between these five planning agencies has not been formally or
satisfactorily established. Current practice results in a division of the country into
�rural� (Physical Planning Section), �urban� (Housing and Planning), �coastal�
(CZMAI), most probably largely �coastal� again (NEMO), and as yet undefined by
the PUC. In theory this should result in some form of national coverage arising
from the various development plans being drafted by these agencies. However,
and disregarding for now the question of whether that coverage would be
comprehensive or possibly contradictory, it is obviously essential that the plans
are based on the same ground rules: the basic classification of land uses.
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POLICY  STATEMENT  TWO

Land policy should be based on a national land-use classification system that
should be sufficiently comprehensive to cover all existing land uses in Belize. It
should also be sufficiently flexible to address potential land uses, suitable for
use by all relevant parties, clear enough for all to understand, and based on a
satisfactory consensus in the public and private sectors to ensure its viability.
As well as addressing all developmental issues (ranging from the built
environment to land clearance to mineral extraction) the system should also
recognise and encompass all applicable ecological, hydrological and
geomorphic features.

Action
The five agencies with statutory land use planning powers should each compile
their current land use classifications, and then assess any gaps and any
projected future requirements. Following this the agencies should compare
their lists to further assess any similarities and disparities. From this process a
draft final classification system should be drawn up. This should be then
presented for comment by all public, private and voluntary interested parties,
augmented by a workshop. A final classification system should then be
established in legislation.
A lead agency should be identified, though possibly not one of the five statutory
agencies.

Monitoring of Land Uses
Once Policy Statement Two has been accomplished progress can be made on
establishing a system of monitoring all land use. There are numerous public,
private and NGO agencies that compile information of various categories of land
use, though usually with a focus on their particular area of activity. For example
Belize Sugar Industry Ltd maintains a data base on the extent of the cultivation of
cane, as does Citrus Research and Education Institute for the cultivation of
citrus. The public utility companies know where their supply lines run, and the
Ministry of Works has detailed knowledge of the road network. Similarly the
Forest Department knows which areas are covered by timber harvesting
licenses, and the Belize Tourism Board has the location of each hotel and resort.
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This information must be compiled to give an accurate picture of current land
use. This can then be compared with the natural resource assessment resulting
from Policy Statement One to give an over-all picture of the current state of
physical development vis a vis the natural resource base / characteristics of the
land, enabling an efficient evaluation of the land resources available for allocation
and the identification of physical development trends. This fundamental resource
assessment, the essence of a �geographic information system�, when coupled
with the identification of demand for resources, forms the basis of the land use
planning system.

POLICY  STATEMENT  THREE

A land use survey must be undertaken to identify all current land use. The
system used to record the uses must be sufficiently flexible to allow regular up
dating and suitably comprehensive to enable comparative analysis with other
land related information.
Information recorded should include all land uses (e.g. the main types of
agriculture, forestry, settlement, aquaculture, tourism, industry), all
infrastructure (e.g. roads, bridges, docks, airports), and all utilities (electricity,
water and telecommunication supply, waste disposal systems).

Action
A central agency with the capacity to undertake such an exercise should be
identified. This could be the Land Information Centre, a qualified NGO, or a
contracted private concern. Full co-operation among all the agencies that have
relevant information is vital. The system must be maintained to allow regular
up-dates, and allow public access, though probably at a nominal cost.

Monitoring of Social and Economic Data
Information on the physical aspects of land development must, however, be
accompanied by the more qualitative social and economic data in order to
achieve a comprehensive assessment of development needs and potential.
Factors such as demographic indicators (e.g. population by age and sex, rates of
in and out migration), existing health and education facilities and projected
needs, and forms and levels of employment and commerce must be considered.
The status of land tenure is also a crucial factor in the development process,
being critical in considerations on investment, accessibility and availability, and
taxation.
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Currently, most this data is compiled by the Central Statistical Office (CSO),
though it is also found in the relevant Government departments (e.g. Health,
Education, Lands and Labour). The CSO and other departments often collate
and analyse these indicators, yet there is no formal mechanism for their use in
the land management or development planning process. The agencies
responsible for land management have specific data needs that should be
defined prior to the data gathering process in order to guarantee suitability to
their purposes.

Also, to ensure the usability of the data, it should be based on communities,
whether village, town or city, essentially allowing a comprehensive series of in-
depth community profiles.

POLICY  STATEMENT  FOUR
Agencies responsible for the management of land resources must be given the
ability to define their social and economic data needs, and the means to
access that information in a format readily suited to their management
requirements. The data must include, at a minimum, statistics on demography,
education, health, employment, commerce and land tenure. The data must be
accurate and have the ability to allow projections. Critical to this is a means to
ensure constant monitoring and frequent up dating.
From this data profiles must be generated for all communities in Belize. These
profiles must be made available to the relevant village, town or city councils,
and be accessible by the general public.

Action
The Central Statistical Office must be provided with the ability to collect and
present social and economic according to the needs identified by the land
management and development planning agencies. This may entail
arrangements beyond those which are currently used, such as with non-
government bodies like municipalities and NGOs, for the collection of data.
Land management agencies must define their social and economic data needs
and ensure that the CSO is familiar with, and capable of, meeting those needs.
The CSO must ensure that all community profiles are constantly up-dated,
distributed among the relevant agencies and municipalities, and made readily
available to the public.
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ALLOCATION POLICY
Co-ordination among Allocation agencies
Perhaps the most basic allocation system concerns the allotting of land, which
may or may not be already prepared for development use (e.g. cleared, filled,
accessed). Beyond this are the agencies and systems that attach additional
value to land through the allocation of means of exploiting the basic resources
(e.g. construction, mineral extraction, trade). Allocation policies are drafted
and/or exercised by a number of statutory and private agencies in order to guide
their responsibilities based on factors such as land ownership, control of the use
or production of resources, and the funding of projects.
Essentially there are two types of land ownership in Belize: Government property
(National land, statutory protected areas, archaeological reserves, forest
reserves, land vested in municipal authorities and public sector agencies, and
Maya reservations6), and private property. Government is naturally responsible
for the allocation of Government property, though this is mostly in response to
demand from the private sector (i.e. private individuals). Government also plays
an indirect role in the allocation of private property through such instruments as,
for example, sub-division control, land use control, and tax. The private sector
allocates land through such activities as sale, leasing and renting, though sale
may be considered more trade than allocation. The issuing of grants of National
land (thereby making them private property) is, or should be, based on the level
of development required under the lease. (There have been Government
programmes in the past that entailed the allocation of National land with the
intention that they became property7, but their overall impact was minimal.)
Statutory allocation of land and resources that influence land use covers a wide
field, and the following list may not identify all the relevant agencies or
responsibilities.

► The Lands and Surveys Department, through the National Estate Office
(also through local lands and lots committees):- issuing leases and grants
of National land;

► the Lands and Surveys Department, through the Land Utilization
Authority:- approval for the sub-division of private property;

► the Ministry of Trade and Investment, through the Belize Trade and
Investment Development Service:- fiscal incentives for development on
both National land and private property;

► the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, through the Housing
Department:- public housing on National land;

                                                  
6  For the purpose of defining current legal status the Maya reservations are government owned. The 1992 National Lands
Act evades the issue by making no direct reference to Maya or Indian reservations.
7  Such as the Land Ownership Programme of the mid 1990’s.
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► the Housing and Planning Department, through the Central Housing and
Planning Authority or delegated committees:- approval for construction
and land use on both National land and private property (in certain areas);

► the Department of the Environment:- environmental clearance on both
National land and private property;

► local municipalities:- trade licenses on both National land and private
property;

► the Belize Tourist Board:- hotel licenses on both National land and private
property;

► the Forest Department:- logging licenses and mangrove permits on both
National land and private property;

► the Geology and Petroleum Department:- mining, dredging and oil
prospecting licenses on both National land and private property;

Each of these has a direct impact on the potential use and value of land,
sometimes regardless of its natural physical or locational characteristics.
The following agencies, although privatised or scheduled for privatisation, also
have statutory allocation responsibilities that have a substantial influence on land
values and the viability of land uses.

► the Public Utilities Commission / licensed companies (Belize Electricity
Ltd):- power supply;

► the Public Utilities Commission / licensed companies (Belize Water Supply
Ltd) / Ministry of Rural Development:- water supply and sewerage;

► the Public Utilities Commission / licensed companies (Belize
Telecommunications Ltd) :- telecommunication supply;

► the Ministry of Works / municipalities:- construction of road access and
drainage.

Then there are also the lending agencies, some statutory, which allocate funding
to further develop land and generate additional value.

► The Development Finance Corporation / Small Farmers� Business Bank /
credit unions / commercial banks:- development finance.

International agencies also play a role through support of public and private
sector initiatives.
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These agencies are guided by some form of �policy�, though often these may
appear to be more like general management processes expressed as targets,
quotas, statutory requirements, or just plain availability of allocatable resources.
Yet the central question is what their allocation processes are intended to
achieve, and there are several possible examples, many of them overlapping:

• economic prosperity;

• poverty eradication;

• social fairness;

• cultural strengthening;

• increased social and economic responsibility;

• expanded national stakeholding;

• national security;

• settlement (e.g. for population growth or immigrants);

• personal and business consolidation and expansion;

• increased company profits.

Other over-riding qualifications may apply to influence these aims, and these
may be expressed as policies or strategies such as increased openness to global
market forces, or the need to accommodate potential changes brought about
through climate change.
Some of the agencies are pro-active, in as much as they actively seek to allocate
their resources (e.g. electricity and water connections, leases of National land,
housing). Others are relatively passive, relying on applications from the private
sector to utilise private resources (e.g. applications to sub-divide private property,
to harvest timber, or to operate a hotel). Obviously the �pro-active� agencies are
in more immediate need to gain some idea of demand, though the �passive�
agencies must also have a forecast of what resources are available, whether
they are publicly or privately owned.
However at the base of all these considerations is the need to establish reliable
mechanisms to identify levels of �genuine� demand for resources. This applies to
several categories of demand ranging from house lots and agricultural parcels, to
logging licences, and to water and electricity connections. Moreover the meeting
of these demands requires consideration of location and time scales (where and
when).
The definition of �genuine� demand, however, does present some complexities.
There are a number of considerations, such as the individual�s immediate need
of a house, the need for a business to expand in order to remain viable, or the
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need to secure resources for a family�s children to use (such as farm land). All
these have to be factored in according to allocation policies.

POLICY  STATEMENT  FIVE

Each Government department and agency governed by statutory requirements
that involve the allocation of resources should establish mechanisms to identify
reliable levels of current and projected demand. Where appropriate, such as
with those departments dealing with finite resources (Lands, Forestry) the
demand should be categorised according to short-term or long-term need.

Action
The actions must vary according to the agency and the resources being
allocated. Examples are as follows:
An indication of demand concerning the allocation of National land could be
gained through the assessment of past levels of applications along with
assessments of future needs from the District offices and local lands / lots
committees. The latter would have to be accompanied by sound justification.
There may be opportunities to undertake this through the scheduled Land
Management Project.
A similar process could be used to determine the demand for housing.
Concerning forestry, an assessment of the available stock of harvestable trees
should be undertaken, nationally and regionally, together with estimated
demand for timber. It is recognised that this could only be indicative. The
possibility for international funding for the exercise should be explored.

PLANNING POLICY
A land use development plan represents the most effective method of long and
short term resource management. It represents the translation of �policy� into
�practice� and the means to arrive at a consensus on how land resources should
be used over a period of time. It also represents an efficient means to co-ordinate
the activities of all agencies that impact land use, whether in the private or public
sectors. That is as long as it is based on the following requirements:
(a) it is based on reliable information;
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(b) it reflects the perceptions and ambitions of those to whom it is supposed
to apply (i.e. the lease holders, land owners, communities, business
persons, local groups, etc);

(c) it can be efficiently implemented by the relevant authorities; and
(d) the politicians and strategic planners in the Government feel that it

represents their requirements.

There are examples of land use plans for several areas of Belize that have either
partially or wholly failed due to a lack of a combination of these factors. Too
frequently appealing plans are produced accompanied by a high degree of
enthusiasm, only to disappear due to no attention being paid to how, exactly,
they are to be used. The maxim that planning must be concerned not only with a
�product� but also a �process� is largely true; plans have to be kept alive and kept
relevant to all concerned parties if they are to have any meaning.
Yet the capability to undertake planning has first to be established. Currently
there are four Government agencies that have statutory land use planning
powers:

• The Land Utilisation Authority (Lands and Surveys Department, Ministry of
Natural Resources, Environment and Industry). This authority, apart from its role
as the regulator of the subdivision of property, is also responsible for the Special
Development Areas programme through which several areas of Belize have
been declared as subject to a form of indicative land use development plans.

• The Central Housing and Planning Authority (Ministry of Housing and
Urban Renewal), through which, over the years, Corozal, Dangriga, Ambergris
Caye and Belize City have been declared as subject to detailed land use
�planning schemes�.

• The Coastal Zone Management Authority and Institute (Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries), which has prepared a Cayes Development Policy and
has drawn up several �development guidelines� and for the cayes.

• The National Emergency Management Organisation, which has powers to
draft �precautionary plans for �specially vulnerable areas�.

Each of these claim authority over different areas and different sectors of the
country; some urban, some rural, some coastal. Yet none of them are able to
effectively integrate their activities or policies with the activities of other
Government departments; what accountability and transparency they have is
limited; and the first two of them, the traditionally most powerful, are bound by old
legislation that completely fails to address the current social and economic
characteristics of Belize. Moreover none of them have sufficient resources.
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However most of the current capability and legislative power lies with the Ministry
of Natural Resources, Environment and Industry, which includes the Lands,
Forest, Environment and Geology and Petroleum departments. As such it has
the most comprehensive lands-related remit, and it is due to be augmented by
the Land Management Project which includes a specific component aimed at up-
grading the Ministry�s physical planning (aka land use planning) capability.
Once a clear responsibility for land use planning has been established progress
can be made on how to draft the plans and ensure they are properly
implemented.

POLICY  STATEMENT  SIX
Legislation must be prepared to ensure that the Ministry with responsibility for
the management of natural resources establishes a national land use planning
system with a clear remit and authority. The system must be thoroughly
integrated with the policies and procedures of all Government departments that
have an interest in, or impact on, the use of the land. The system must be
founded on a consultative basis and be completely transparent and
accountable in its processes.

Action
The legislation must be comprehensive and allow subsidiary regulations to
describe in detail how land use plans are to be prepared and what they are to
address, and the means of public participation and consultation,
implementation, appeal against planning decisions, and plan revision. Attention
should be paid to ensure that membership of the planning authority includes
the public, private and civil society sectors. A central function of the legislation
must be the means by which applications for development are assessed and
the degree to which local municipalities (city, town and village) can participate
in the decision-making process.
The roles and legislation of the four planning agencies (Land Utilisation
Authority, Central Housing and Planning Authority, Coastal Zone Management
Authority and Institute, and National Emergency Management Organisation)
must be reviewed with regard to ensuring that their powers are compatible and
that there is clear co-ordination between them. Repeal of some of the powers
of these authorities may be required.

Utilising the information gained through Policies Two and Three sufficient data
can be collected and analysed to formulate land use development plans, though
based on strictly technical grounds. Matters to be addressed should be based on
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the land use classifications identified through Policy Three (e.g. housing,
agriculture, forestry, industry, conservation). Using the information on demand for
resources gained from Policy Four further �values� can be added to the plan to
make recommendations on, for example, how many houses are needed on an
area, and whether on large, medium or small lots. Similarly for agriculture and
the other categories of development. All the information gained through Policies
One to Four allow all natural, man-made and even future data to be correlated to
generate recommendations on how, and for what, the land should be used.
This has previously been achieved for several areas of Belize. The Special
Development Areas programme, under the Land Utilisation Ordinance, has
resulted in such plans for six areas: Corozal District East, Boom / Hattieville /
Ladyville, Cayo District West, Manatee, Mango Creek, and Monkey River.
Ambergris Caye, Belize City, and Corozal Town under the Housing and Town
Planning Act. Belmopan under the Belmopan City Council Act. All these plans
indicated how their respective lands were to be used, and at what density of use,
yet none can be considered as great successes as their means on
implementation were never effectively addressed. Plans may be adopted by a
particular Government department or municipality, yet there it stops; other
Government departments, dealing in both public sector activities and applications
from the private sector, too frequently either do not know about it or are not
bound by it.
Yet what are the advantages to having a land use plan? Frequently a plan can be
considered as another form of bureaucracy; red tape obstructing the individual or
company and hindering personal and national development. This is particularly
the case when plans have been drafted with little or no stakeholder input, when
few stakeholders feel that the plans represent their views, when plans are out-
dated and no longer address the current state of development, or when they are
erratically, inefficiently or unequally implemented.
Advantages to democratic, accurate and efficient plans can include the following:

• guidance for effective investment;

• protection of investment (against inappropriate neighbouring uses);

• coordination and focusing of development incentives;

• streamlining of the development management processes (by both
Government and commercial agencies);

• facilitated land valuation;

• increased land tenure security;

• enhanced long-term planning for infrastructure and utility supply;

• improved transport circulation;

• deterrence or minimisation of environmental pollution;
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• maintenance of land productivity;

• community consolidation and development;

• environmental and landscape protection (including watersheds);

• enhanced social service delivery (e.g. education, health, recreation);

• enhanced disaster preparedness;

• consensus on development.

Policy Formulation
Once a planning system has been established and plans have been drafted it is
critical to ensure that it effectively co-ordinates all land related activities, whether
undertaken by the private or public sectors. To achieve this each Government
department must identify exactly what it intends to undertake over a given period
of time, and how they intend to achieve their goals.

POLICY  STATEMENT  SEVEN
All Government departments that have an interest in, or impact on, land use
must formulate policies establishing their objectives, goals and procedures.
Furthermore they must prepare annual strategies for achieving these
objectives and goals. These must be made public.
Action
Each Government department must develop the capacity to ensure that
medium-term departmental policies are formulated. These should be compiled
by a co-ordinating agency, perhaps the Ministry of Economic Development, to
ensure compatibility, and distributed to all concerned parties, and made readily
available to the public. The national land use planning system of Government
must assess these policies for the impacts and requirements on the land, and
this should inform a general land use planning strategy for translation into land
use development plans.
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PROCEDURAL POLICY
As land use development plans are to be formulated under the law it is critical to
ensure that there is equality in the application of the law. There is no point in
having a plan that the majority of the public has approved and Government
departments have accepted if several forms of development are exempted from
it.  The principle that all proposals for development are required to be assessed
with regard to the plan must be established, and then enforced.

POLICY  STATEMENT  EIGHT
All decisions on proposals and applications to statutory authorities for the
development of land must be guided by the requirements of land use plans.
The plans should be regional and should indicate how the land should be
developed according to the policies and strategies produced by the various
Government departments. The plans should be drafted through the land use
planning system with extensive provision for public consultation.
Action
The land use planning agency, once established with authoritative powers and
sufficient resources, must embark on a national planning exercise to ensure
that all the regions / districts of Belize (a region is taken to imply a social /
economic / geographic entity, and all districts contain more than one of these)
are covered by development plans drafted through a public consultation
procedure. Once they have been approved the plans should be distributed to
all Government departments and made readily available to the private and
NGO sectors. The national land use planning agency will be ultimately
responsible for their effective implementation.

Decentralisation
In spite of the identification for the need of a national land use planning agency,
housed within the Lands and Surveys Department (building on the current
Physical Planning section) there is also the need to gain maximum local
representation in the means of plan implementation and how decisions are taken.
The national agency should have the role of overseeing the planning system, but
it should be informed by local bodies and they should represent the national level
at the local level. Without this involvement the system is likely to become remote,
lose consensus, and fail to accurately represent regional concerns.
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This is not to suggest that a monolithic national, or regional, development
planning approval system is put in place. The various statutory authorities must
maintain their roles, but, as the Village Councils Act states, local representative
bodies should be able to have a meaningful say on local development issues. To
address this regional representative committees should be convened, with a
membership drawn from the local councils (city, town and village), business
interests, community groups, institutions and other stakeholders. Relevant
Government officials should also attend. The committees should be responsible
for giving initial approval to land use development plans, monitor their
implementation, and assist in identifying any need for review.

POLICY  STATEMENT  NINE
Stakeholder committees must be established so as to ensure that the land use
planning system successfully represents the interests of the regions / districts
of Belize. The committees, fully accountable and consisting of elected and
appointed members, should be able to ensure that local land use development
plans address their needs and are properly implemented.
Action
Terms of reference for regional / district committees must be drafted to clarify
their role in the land use planning system. The draft terms of reference should
be then subject to public consultation. It is not anticipated that the system
should mirror or replace the proposed Toledo Development Corporation, as the
remit of that agency is considered as far more wide-ranging and has fiscal
implications that are not appropriate to the planning committees proposed
here.
Once appointed the committees should liase with the national land use
planning agency to establish how regional / district plans are to be prepared.

Freedom of Information
To expand on public involvement in the development process there is a need to
enable the public to have as much knowledge about what is being proposed, by
whom, and where. Applications are made to the statutory authorities for approval
to undertake developments, yet local interests are almost never consulted, even
though the development may substantially impact the local environment, land
values, and quality of life.
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Examples are logging licenses, sub-division approvals, environmental screening,
leases of National land, and hotel licenses. There are some examples of public
notification, such as the notices published in the press concerning applications
for mining licenses and fiscal incentives, yet generally most decision-taking is
highly confidential. The public has a right to be consulted.

POLICY  STATEMENT  TEN
All applications to statutory authorities for developments impacting the land
must be publicised. The agendas and decisions of the relevant authorities on
these applications must also be made available for public view.

Action
Legal provision must be made to ensure that all applications to, or
requirements by, Government for the use of the natural resources are
published. This concerns the following: logging licenses, applications to sub-
divide, environmental impact assessments, hotel licenses, mining / dredging
licenses, wildlife permits, aquaculture licenses, and applications to lease or
purchase National land.
Similarly the agendas and decisions of the permitting authorities should also be
made public. This concerns the Land Utilisation Authority, the National
Environmental Appraisal Committee, the Central Housing and Planning
Authority, and all other such authorities.

Universal Application of the Law
There is often one particular exception to the policies and procedures that the
public is obliged to observe: Government activities have traditionally been largely
considered as �in the public interest� and consequently have not generally been
subject to much of the regulatory powers of the law. Exceptions have occurred,
such as occasional applications for environmental screening, yet the matter
remains, at best, ad-hoc. Examples are Government housing schemes that are
not subject to sub-division assessment or city planning, and the Ministry of Works
quarries that do not require mining licenses.
This trend is now being exacerbated through public / private partnerships through
which several large scale developments (mainly housing, yet also including the
current cruise ship tourist facility at Fort George) are undertaken without any
formal reference to legal procedures. There is a concern that this trend will grow
to the point whereby the law becomes un-applicable to certain people or
agencies and ultimately discredited.
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POLICY  STATEMENT  ELEVEN
All developments, whether carried out for speculative or �pro bono� purposes,
have an impact on the land and, consequently, on the general environment and
lives of the people. All must be accountable and subject to the same laws.
Action
All Government initiated developments, as well as Government / private sector
partnership schemes, must be subject to the same legal procedures as those
that the general public are required to follow.

Adequate Resources for the Implementation of the Law
Finally it is vital that the relevant Government departments that are required to
implement the law are given the means to do so. There are about ten key
Government agencies that are charged with regulating and promoting the
development of land. As stated above, several of these are operating under
inadequate legislation; still more are operating under totally insufficient budgets.
This is leading to inadequate service to the public, inefficient and uncoordinated
development processes, staff demoralisation, and general loss of credibility.
However it is recognised that reliance on �traditional� bureaucracies may not be
entirely applicable to the current social and economic conditions. Opportunities
for streamlining and innovative management systems, such as the contracting
out of easily monitorable services, should be explored.

POLICY  STATEMENT  TWELVE
Statutory regulatory authorities have a legal obligation to implement their
respective legislation with regard to managing the development of land
resources. These agencies must be given the necessary support to ensure
compliance with the law.
Action
Assessments must be made on the historic, existing and potential roles of
Governmental natural resource management agencies to determine
opportunities for improving their effectiveness. Much of this may imply
increased, or resumed, funding, yet other opportunities may be found in
enhanced inter-agency coordination, streamlining, improved technology, and
improved training. All resulting in improved professionalism and service to the
public.
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Annexe B: Landownership and particulars

PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

23 GOB N W of Valley of
Peace

 Red Bank / Young
Gal

 Terra Nova Forest Reserve

24 ???? N of Valley of
Peace

 Saturday Creek  increasing small scale cultivation

36 GOB (or alienated) Franks Eddy Road 18,905 Franks Eddy Status unconfirmed subdivided into numerous agricultural
parcels

36? Norland Products
Ltd.

Mile 36, Western
Hwy

3,870   portion of 36?

40 Gulf Atlantic
Comp. Ltd.

N of Never Delay 8,870 McRae Land Cert. 7099/98 generally undeveloped

41 King Solomon
Development
Corp. Ltd.

N of More
Tomorrow

9,177 Meditation from Cam
Investment Dev.
Corp. Ltd.

agricultural development alongside the
Belize River

41A
Gulf Atlantic
Comp. Ltd.

N of More
Tomorrow

1,000 Meditation Land Cert. 7101/98
(E-907) - from T
Randolph Potter

agricultural development alongside the
Belize River

41B
GOB N of More

Tomorrow
150? Meditation Land Cert. 2872/93 agricultural development alongside the

Belize River

43 Belize Taiwain
Mariculture Ltd.

Mile 35, Western
Hwy

10,639 Beaver Dam Creek
Work

TCT Vol. 34 Fol.
104

being partially developed for aquaculture.
Originally 10,963 acres together with Parcel
37 which has been subdivided and sold

44/48
GOB Democracia Area 7,500 Orange Walk &

Monkey Bay
from Abdul Hamze existing village of La Democracia & site of

planned satellite city
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

45 Cam Investment
Development
Corp. Ltd.

N of Beaver Dam 8,717 Castile Land Cert. 6608/92 minimal development

45A
GOB N of Beaver Dam 1,200? Castile (portion of block 45

from CAM)
minimal development

46 ???? Belize River &
Labouring Creek

5,000+- Liddel  generally undeveloped

46/47 ???? S of Big Falls
Ranch

15,000+- Coquericot &
Darling Hall

 largely undeveloped

49 Ramon Co Ltd. Mile 25, Western
Hwy

11,043 Retaliation TCT Vol. 27 Fol.
144

mostly subdivided into agricultural parcels,
though largely undeveloped. Originally
purchased 17,213 acs (E-2012/2013).
Remaining portion purchased from HD
Thompson

49 Jih Chan Mile 25, Western
Hwy

6,170.44 Retaliation TCT 28 Fol. 20 portion sold to Jih Chan by Ramons has
subsequently been subdivided for a large
residential community, albeit only partially
developed (approx. 3170 remaining)

49 H.D. Thompson Mile 24 & 25
Western Hwy

1,000 Retaliation TCT Vol 27 Fol. 102 generally undeveloped, though much river
mineral extraction

49A
The Belize Zoo &
Tropical Education
Center

Mile 30, Western
Hwy

1,700 Retaliation  mainly maintained under natural vegetation

49B
Pine Ridge
Enterprise

Mile 30, Western
Hwy

1,000 Retaliation from William Hasse largely undeveloped

49? Cozumal
International

Mile 25, Western
Hwy

500 Retaliation  largely undeveloped
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

49? Henry Fairweather N bank of Sibun
River

360 Retaliation   

49A Albert Cattouse Mile 30, Western
Hwy

200 Retaliation  largely undeveloped

49B Universal
Development Corp
Ltd

Mile 30, Western
Hwy

400 Retaliation  largely undeveloped

49B Tseng � Cheng Te Mile 30, Western
Hwy/ Sibun

400 Retaliation  largely undeveloped

50 Big Falls Ranch
Ltd.

Mile 25, Western
Hwy

14,320 Big Falls & Monkey
Run

TCT Vol. 7 Fol. 290
& Vol. 5 Fol. 120

riverside land developed for large rice farm,
though not fully operational (see E-620)

51 GOB St Paul's Bank
area

21,879 Sarah Humes  largely undeveloped

51 Programme for
Belize

S W of Rancho
Dolores

 Humes  southern portion of the Rio Bravo
Conservation Management Area

51a ???? N of Castile 2,000+- Logwood Caye  generally undeveloped

52 R S Turton /
Government of
Belize

W of Bermudian
Landing

7,917 Double Head
Cabbage

 largely undeveloped. Portion may have
been acquired by GOB

52 International
Fisheries Ltd

W of Bermudian
Landing

100 Double Head
Cabbage

 proposed or subject to aquacultural
development

56 &
53A

???? S of Double Head
Cabbage

6,000+- Hobson's Choice  largely undeveloped

54A R S Turton Estate Isabella Bank area 6,414 Isabella / Frankfort  partially developed for agriculture

59A GOB  1,500 Bamboo Patch acquired from
British Honduras

largely undeveloped
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

Carib. Ass. Ltd

59B GOB  827 Bamboo Patch acquired from
British Honduras
Carib. Ass. Ltd

largely undeveloped

59C British Honduras
Carib. Ass. Ltd.

 545 Mussel Creek  largely undeveloped

59D GOB  2,490 Bamboo Patch GOB/DB 1/71 Fol.
1411-1418.
Acquired from Alden
Moody

largely undeveloped

69 & 65 ???? W of Double Run  Black Creek & John
Evans

 largely undeveloped

66 GOB N W of Maypen  Black Creek Works  largely undeveloped

67 ???? S of Biscayne  Point of Comfort probably now or
formerly GOB

largely undeveloped, especially towards the
lagoon

78 Hummingbird
Citrus Ltd

Sibun / Manatee
Road area

2,180 Runaway Creek
Work

 developed for citrus

78A Milwaukee
Zoological Society.

Manatee Road
area

6,199 Runaway Creek
Work

 private Runaway Creek Biological Reserve

81 Tiger Sandy Bay
Farm

Sibun / Manatee
Road area

 Tiger Sandy Bay  partially developed farm

141 Middle American
Investments Ltd

N of Lemonal 4,146 Caesar Gato  generally undeveloped. Originally 6,946 ac,
status of remaining portion unclear

206 GOB W of Rancho
Dolores

 Rough Mile  largely undeveloped
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

206 New River
Enterprise Ltd.

W of Rancho
Dolores

565 Rough Mile work TCT Vol. 25 Fol.
147. Plan Reg.11,
E-1389

largely undeveloped

206 New River
Enterprise Ltd.

W of Rancho
Dolores

490 Rough Mile Work -
Southern Part

TCT Vol. 25 Fol.
147

status of tenure of total portion still unclear.
Largely undeveloped

208 ???? S of New River
Lagoon

 Old Harry  western portion being part of the Rio Bravo
Coservation & Management Area

229 GOB & mutiple
private

W of Santa Martha
to N Hwy

??? Guinea Grass,
Richmond Hill, Moll
Punch Shoal

 mainly undeveloped though with an area of
cultivation in its centre

230 GOB S of Carmelita 22,369 Guinea Grass  increasing subdivision into agricultural
parcels + Carmelita village

232 GOB W of Crooked Tree 9,488 Blackburn 7508 / 42 (current
status unclear)

partially developed for small scale
agriculture

233 ???? N W of Crooked
Tree

3,600+- W portion of
Revenge Work

generally undeveloped

234 ???? N W of Rockstone
Pond

10,933 Anne Gabourel  generally undeveloped

235 ???? W of Biscayne  Eiley  largely undeveloped

235A ???? E of Biscayne  McPhail probably now or
formerly GOB

largely undeveloped, especially towards the
lagoon

236 ???? N W of Biscayne  Staines may have been
acquired by GOB

largely undeveloped

236A ???? W of Biscayne  Arthurs may have been
acquired by GOB

largely undeveloped
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

236B GOB & multiple
private

Biscayne Village  n/a unofficial parcel
number used

developed / village site

237 GOB N of Biscayne  Cecilia Crawford /
Goff's

 largely undeveloped

239 ???? W of Rockstone
Pond

 John Gabourel probably now or
formerly GOB

generally undeveloped

240 GOB More Force Pine
Ridge

10,000+- Maskall, August &
Hickey

 generally undeveloped

241 ???? (private) N of Santa Martha 700+- 99 Year Lease  portion may have been acquired by GOB
but status still unclear/remaining portion
1344?

241A GOB N of Santa Martha ??? 99 Year Lease /
Xcanha

 Santa Martha agricultural subdivision

242 GOB N of Santa Martha 28,069 Freshwater Creek
Forest Reserve

SI No. 66 of 2001 Freshwater Creek Forest Reserve

242A GOB N of Santa Martha 600+- 99 Year Lease  partially leased out to Santa Martha
farmers

242B GOB S E of San
Estevan

7,772 Honey Camp
National Park

SI No. 65 of 2001 Honey Camp National Park

250 Evergreen
Development Ltd

N of Maskall 5,987 Gabourel Estate TCT Vol. 30 Fol. 50 mainly undeveloped except in the south
around Maskall

250A R. Disher N of Maskall 1,974 Gabourel Estate   

250B GOB N of Maskall 5,516 Gabourel Estate  increasing small scale cultivation

251 now or formerly
GOB

N E of Maskall 10,353 Gabourel Estate  block of agricultural parcels near the
Bomba road. Largely undeveloped in the
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

north

252 I.H. Boyette & R.
McLane

N of Bomba 14,085 Gabourel Estate  largely undeveloped

253 Francisca Harry E of Bomba 187 Gabourel Estate Block One (Land
Cert. 1590 / 88)

generally undeveloped

254 Rhodes Disher &
Thomas Fredric

E of Bomba 2,163 Gabourel Estate TCT Vol. 7 Fol. 166 generally undeveloped

255 Empire
Investments Ltd

N E of Bomba 9,200 Will Edwards TCT Vol. 22 Fol 55 generally undeveloped

255A Asia Development
Co Ltd

E of Bomba 9,200 Will Edwards TCT Vol. 22 Fol 56 generally undeveloped

255B ???? N E of Bomba 9,000+- Will Edwards N portion of Will
Edwards Est

generally undeveloped

256 Corozal Timber Co
Ltd

E of Freshwater
Creek FR

17,286 Southern Bulkhead TCT Vol. 28 Fol.
107

generally undeveloped, though proposed
for extensive retirement community

257 Corozal Timber Co
Ltd

E of Freshwater
Creek FR

17,808 Northern Bulkhead TCT Vol. 28 Fol.
105

generally undeveloped, though proposed
for extensive retirement community

258 Corozal Timber Co
Ltd

E of Freshwater
Creek FR

19,155 No 50 TCT Vol. 28 Fol.
109

generally undeveloped, though proposed
for extensive retirement community

258A K & R Corporation E of Freshwater
Creek FR

960 No 50 TCT Vol. 30 Fol. 26 largely undeveloped

258B K & R Corporation E of Freshwater
Creek FR

260 No 50 TCT Vol. 30 Fol. 26
(1986)

largely undeveloped

258C Walter Hoffman E of Freshwater
Creek FR

480 No 50 TCT Vol. 5 Fol. 113 largely undeveloped
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

258D Walter Hoffman E of Freshwater
Creek FR

200 No 50 TCT Vol. 5 Fol. 113 largely undeveloped

259 Corozal Timber Co
Ltd

N E of Freshwater
Creek FR

21,048 No. 51 TCT Vol. 28 Fol.
108

generally undeveloped, though proposed
for extensive retirement community

260 Corozal Timber Co
Ltd

N E of Freshwater
Creek FR

19,805 No. 52 TCT Vol. 28 Fol.
106

generally undeveloped, though proposed
for extensive retirement community

261A(N) Shipstern Nature
Reserve

S W of Sarteneja 16,323 Sarteneja DB Vol. 4/1994 Fol.
335-348

main block of Shipstern Nature Reserve

261A(S) GOB N E of Little Belize 10,000 Shipstern (W
portion)

 largely undeveloped

261B ???? W of Sarteneja ??? Sarteneja  largely undeveloped, yet previously
proposed for subdivision

261 William Stewart S of Shipstern
Nature Reserve

9,350 Shipstern (E
portion)

TCT Vol. 14 Fol. 25 generally undeveloped

262 now or formerly
GOB

Sarteneja area ??? Rocky Point increasingly developed around the village
site. Some proposal for subdivision east of
village

262A Shipstern Nature
Reserve

S of Sarteneja ??? Rocky Point  eastern portion of Shipstern Nature
Reserve

262B GOB S of Sarteneja ??? Rocky Point  generally undeveloped

263 Waree Bight Ltd E of Chunux - W of
Sarteneja

12,092 Waree Bight TCT Vol. 21 Fol.
135

largely undeveloped

263A Sarteneja Lagoon
& Estate Ltd

W of Sarteneja 2,900 Waree Bight  largely undeveloped, yet proposed for
extensive retirement community

263B Shipstern Nature E of Chunux - W of ??? Waree Bight  western portion of private Shipstern Nature
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

Reserve Sarteneja Reserve

267 GOB E of Chunux 17,167 Bar Works  increasing agricultural activity, except in the
south and east

267 GOB / Manuel
Heredia et al

E of Chunux /
Ramonal

1,000 Bar Works  developed

268 GOB N of Little Belize 13,381 Reserve Bank  increasing agricultural activity, especially in
the west

269 Peter Enns et al Little Belize 18,807 Little Belize DB Vol. 17/1979
Fol. 1117-1132

developed

270 GOB N of Freshwater
Creek FR

15,000+- Freshwater Creek
Work

 increasing agricultural activity, especially in
the west

270A GOB N of Freshwater
Creek FR

10,000+- Freshwater Creek
Work / Turnbull Est

increasing agricultural activity, especially in
the west

270B GOB S of Little Belize ??? Freshwater Creek
Work

 increasing agricultural activity, especially in
the west

270C Peter Enns et al S of Little Belize 4,000 Freshwater Creek
Work

LS 7508/2/1 increasing agricultural activity

271 GOB N of Santa Martha " Freshwater Creek
Forest Reserve

SI No. 66 of 2001 Freshwater Creek Forest Reserve

273 British American
Cattle Co

S E of Santa
Martha

10,000+- Estevez  generally undeveloped

273A now or formerly
E.M. Masson

S E of Santa
Martha

1,150 Estevez  partially developed for pasture

273B now or formerly
E.M. Masson

S E of Santa
Martha

1,000 Estevez  partially developed for pasture
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

273C GOB Santa Martha 1,365 Estevez Santa Martha Village & surrounding lands

273D GOB Santa Martha 560 Estevez  Santa Martha Village & surrounding lands

273E Belize Church of
England

N W of Maskall 640 Estevez formerly Belize
Church or England

generally undeveloped

273F multiple N W of Maskall 15,672 Estevez formerly Belize
Church or England

comprehensively subdivided yet mostly
undeveloped

273G Estate of Jonas
Brotman

S E of Santa
Martha

1,853 Estevez  generally undeveloped

273H Valeri Porell &
Jean Malo

N W of Maskall 505 Estevez  generally undeveloped

273J multiple N W of Maskall 10,000+- Estevez eg. Merrickston
Nicholson

subdivided into several large parcels,
includes Maruba Resort. Mainly
undeveloped

273K ???? W of Santa Martha 2,000+- Estevez  partially developed for pasture

277 ???? S of Crooked Tree
sanctuary

 no known estate
name

 generally undeveloped

279 ???? S of Crooked Tree
sanctuary

 no known estate
name

 generally undeveloped

280 ???? S of Crooked Tree
sanctuary

 Flower's Work  largely undeveloped

281 GOB (mainly) Lemonal area 5,722 Whitehorse 7508 / 42 increasing agricultural and residential use

282 Kent Shirk &
Stanley Hinson

S W of Lemonal 5,243 Trial Work / C. O�
Brien

TCT Vol. 17 Fol. 89 largely undeveloped. Originally 4,233 ac,
DB 10 Fol. 372 & 373 (being transferred to
one brother)

283 GOB Rancho Dolores  Mumble de Peg  increasing agricultural use
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PARCEL
NO.

REPUTED
OWNER

LOCATION ACREAGE ESTATE NAME TENURE
PARTICULARS

COMMENTS

area

283A GOB S of Rancho
Dolores

2,247 no known estate
name

 increasing agricultural use

283B ???? N W of Rancho
Dolores

1,500+- Mumble de Peg  increasing agricultural use

284 ???? Ramgoat � Harry
Jones Creek

 no known estate
name

 generally undeveloped

285 ???? N W of Lemonal 5,000+- Crabcatcher  largely undeveloped. Some quarrying

286 GOB E bank of New
River Lagoon

3,826 Middleton O'Connor 7508 / 42 (current
status unclear)

generally undeveloped

287 GOB E bank of New
River Lagoon

6,450 McLenan White 7508 / 42 (current
status unclear)

generally undeveloped. Area used for
occasional military training / firing ground

288 ???? E bank of New
River Lagoon

9,000+- Gillett�s  generally undeveloped

289 ???? E of Shipyard /
New River

7,500+- Waddy & portion of
Dawson's

 generally undeveloped

290 ???? Backlanding Creek
area

9,000+- no known estate
name

 generally undeveloped

291 ???? N E of Shipyard /
New River

9,000+- Pine Ridge / Big
Pond

 largely undeveloped

292 GOB Honey Camp area ??? Tower Hill  partially leased out for agriculture &
settlement around Honey Camp
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Annexe C: ArcView Database table

PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

Protected
Area

Aguas
Turbias

Existing
protected
area

Large
Private
Landholding

Barry
Bowen

Gallon Jug Private
Protected
Area

Timber
managemen
t

Ecotourism

Protected
Area

PfB Existing
protected
area

Protected
Area

Crooked
Tree

Existing
protected
area

Large
Private
Landholding

Misher Yalbac Timber
managemen
t

Protected
Area

Crooked
Tree

Existing
protected
area

Large
Private
Landholding

Barry
Bowen

Gallon Jug Private
Protected
Area

Timber
managemen
t

Ecotourism

Large
Private
Landholding

Misher Parts
subdivided

Timber
managemen
t
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

23 Protected
Area

Terra Nova Possible
private
owners

Existing
protected
area

24 Large
Private
Landholding

Banana
Bank Ranch

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

24 Large
Private
Landholding

No data Valley of
Peace

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

36 Large
Private
Landholding

W.H.
Courtenay

Franks
Eddy. Some
parcels

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

40 Large
Private
Landholding

Gulf Atlantic
Co

 Previously
Cha

Subdivided
in 3

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

41a Private Land Gulf Atlantic
Company

41b Large
Private
Landholding

Cert.
2872/93

More
Tomorrow

41 Large
Private
Landholding

Joshua
Chen

 King
Solomon
Dev.

Timber
managemen
t

43 Large
Private
Landholding

Belize
Taiwain
Mariculture

Beaver Dam
Creek
Works

Timber
managemen
t

44 National GOB Conservatio Timber
managemen
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

Land n t

45 Large
Private
Landholding

CAM
investment
Corp

Timber
managemen
t

45a National
Land

GOB Castille Conservatio
n

Enforcement
of 66 ft

46 Large
Private
Landholding

Big Falls
Ranch Ltd

Enforcement
of 66 ft

47 Large
Private
Landholding

Big Falls
Ranch Ltd

Enforcement
of 66 ft

47 Large
Private
Landholding

Big Falls
Ranch Ltd

48 Large
Private
Landholding

BGMC Private
Protected
Area

Timber
managemen
t

48 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Satelite
town

Conservatio
n

Conservatio
n
easements

49b Private Land William
Hasse

Conservatio
n
easements

49a Private Land Belize Zoo &
Trop Educ
Cent

Private
Protected
Area

Conservatio
n
easements

Ecotourism
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

49 Private Land Ramon's
Company
Ltd

Retaliation Conservatio
n
easements

49 Private Land Ramon's
Company
Ltd

Retaliation

49 Large
Private
Landholding

Jih Chan Parts
subdivided

49 Large
Private
Landholding

Jih Chan Parts
subdivided

Conservatio
n
easements

50 Large
Private
Landholding

Big Falls
Ranch Ltd

Enforcement
of 66 ft

51a Private Land Belize
Estate &
Produce?

Private
Protected
Area

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

Ecotourism

51 Private Land Belize
Estate &
Produce?

Enforcement
of 66 ft

51 Private Land James &
Emily
Sutherland

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Alternative
agricultural

51 Protected
Area

Spanish
Creek
Wildlife
Sanct.

Existing
protected
area
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

52a Multiple
small
landholdings

Estate RS Alternative
agricultural

52 National
Land

GOB? Part in
GOB?

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

66 National
Land

GOB Status
unconfirmed

Conservatio
n

67 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Enforcement
of 66 ft

Alternative
agricultural

78 Large
Private
Landholding

Henry
Fairweather

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

78 Large
Private
Landholding

Chinese
Owner(s)

Enforcement
of 66 ft

78 Private Land Polack Enforcement
of 66 ft

78 Large
Private
Landholding

Chinese
Owner(s)

Enforcement
of 66 ft

78a Protected
Area

Runaway
Creek

Existing
protected
area

78 Large
Private

Hummingbir
d Citrus Ltd.

In Citrus Enforcement
of 66 ft
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

Landholding

78b Private Land Meb Cutlack Conservatio
n
easements

80 Multiple
small
landholdings

Private
Properties

80 Large
Private
Landholding

BGMC Private
Protected
Area

Timber
managemen
t

80 Private Land No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

80 Private Land No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

81 Private Land Belize Zoo &
Trop Educ
Cent

Private
Protected
Area

Conservatio
n
easements

Ecotourism

81 Private Land Lou
Silvestre

Enforcement
of 66 ft

81 Large
Private
Landholding

Mena Tiger Sandy
Bay

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

81 Private Land Rick Cook

81 National
Land

La
Democratia
Village

La
Democratia

Enforcement
of 66 ft
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

81 Private Land Rick Cook Enforcement
of 66 ft

141 Large
Private
Landholding

Middle
American
Investment

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

141a Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

206 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Parts
subdivided?

Conservatio
n

Timber
managemen
t

208 Large
Private
Landholding

New River
Enterprises

Enforcement
of 66 ft

229 Leased
National
Land

Various
leases

Conservatio
n

Timber
managemen
t

230 Lease
National
Land

Leased
Parcels

Carmelita
village

Conservatio
n

232 Leased
National
Land

Acquired by
GOB

Agricultural
leases

Conservatio
n

Conservatio
n
easements

Ecotourism

233 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

234 Unleased
National
Land

Insufficient
Data

Some
subdived (to
BSI?)

Timber
managemen
t

235 National
Land

Insufficient
Data

235 National
Land

Insufficient
Data

Enforcement
of 66 ft

235a Unleased
National
Land

GOB Alternative
agricultural

236 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

236 Unleased
National
Land

Insufficient
Data

Conservatio
n

236a Unleased
National
Land

GOB Alternative
agricultural

236a Unleased
National
Land

Insufficient
Data

Conservatio
n

236a Multiple
small
landholdings

Biscaye
Village

237 Unleased
National

GOB Conservatio
n
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

Land

239 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Timber
managemen
t

240 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Enforcement
of 66 ft

Alternative
agricultural

241 Private Land BEPCO Alternative
agricultural

241a Leased
National
Land

Santa
Martha

Alternative
agricultural

241a Large
Private
Landholding

Rosado Alternative
agricultural

241a Private Land Rosado Alternative
agricultural

241 Private Land BEPCO Alternative
agricultural

241 Private Land BEPCO? Alternative
agricultural

242a Leased
National
Land

No data Alternative
agricultural
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

242 Protected
Area

FWCFR Existing
protected
area

250 Large
Private
Landholding

Evergreen
Developmen
t Ltd.

Timber
managemen
t

251 Large
Private
Landholding

Belize
Hybrid Grain
& Cattle

Conservatio
n
easements

252 Unleased
National
Land

GOB

252 Large
Private
Landholding

Boyette &
McLane

Timber
managemen
t

253 Large
Private
Landholding

R. Disher Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

253 Large
Private
Landholding

Francisca
Henry

Timber
managemen
t

254 Large
Private
Landholding

T. Frederic
& R. Disher

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

255 Large
Private
Landholding

Empire
Investments

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

255a Large
Private
Landholding

Asia
Developmen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

255b Insufficient
data

No data Timber
managemen
t

256 Large
Private
Landholding

Corozal
Timber

Timber
managemen
t

257 Large
Private
Landholding

Corozal
Timber

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

258a Large
Private
Landholding

K & R.
Corporation

Alternative
agricultural

258b Large
Private
Landholding

K & R.
Corporation

Alternative
agricultural

258c Large
Private
Landholding

Walter
Hoffman

Alternative
agricultural

258d Large
Private
Landholding

Walter
Hoffman

Alternative
agricultural

258 Large
Private
Landholding

Corozal
Timber

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

259 Large
Private
Landholding

Corozal
Timber

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

260 Large
Private
Landholding

Corozal
Timber

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

261 Large
Private
Landholding

William
Steward/Sin
ger

Timber
managemen
t

261 Leased
National
Land

GOB leases Agriculture

261a Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

262b Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

262c Large
Private
Landholding

Sarteneja
Lagoon &
Estate

Robin
Cruickshank

Enforcement
of 66 ft

262 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

262 Leased
National
Land

Sarteneja
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

262a Protected
Area

Shipstern
Nature
Reserve

Existing
protected
area

262a Protected
Area

Shipstern
Nature
Reserve

Existing
protected
area

263b Protected
Area

Shipstern
Nature
Reserve

Xopol Existing
protected
area

263 Large
Private
Landholding

Waree Bight
Ltd.

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Timber
managemen
t

Conservatio
n
easements

263a Leased
National
Land

GOB Alternative
agricultural

267 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

Conservatio
n
easements

267 Leased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

268 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n
easements

269 Large
Private
Landholding

Peter J.
Enns et al.

Little Belize Conservatio
n
easements
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

270b National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n
easements

270a National
Land

No data Parts
subdivided

Conservatio
n

Conservatio
n
easements

270c Large
Private
Landholding

Peter J.
Enns et al.

Little Belize Conservatio
n
easements

270 Large
Private
Landholding

Little Belize Little Belize Conservatio
n
easements

271 Protected
Area

FWCFR Existing
protected
area

271a Leased
National
Land

Marin Sugercane

273f Multiple
small
landholdings

Formerly
BAAC

Alternative
agricultural

273k Leased
National
Land

Leases Pasture
uses

273e Large
Private
Landholding

Belize
Church of
England

Conservatio
n
easements
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

273h Large
Private
Landholding

Valcol F
Porelli & J.
M. Molo

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

273 Private Land Kirk? Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

273j Large
Private
Landholding

Maruba
resort

Ecotourism

273 Private Land H.C.M.
Hassenbroc
k

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

273 Large
Private
Landholding

Weise &
Hasserbrock

Timber
managemen
t

273a Private Land Andrew
Wang

Alternative
agricultural

273b Private Land E.M.
Masson

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

273a Private Land Andrew
Wang

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

273c Large
Private
Landholding

F.
Magnusan

273h Large
Private

PWD
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

Landholding

273d Large
Private
Landholding

F. N.
Magnusen

273 National
Land

Acquired by
GOB

273 Large
Private
Landholding

Green Acres
Ltd.

Timber
managemen
t

273 National
Land

Acquired by
GOB

273gs Multiple
small
landholdings

Private
Properties

Alternative
agricultural

273g Private Land Jonas J.
Brotman

Timber
managemen
t

277 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

279 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

280 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

280 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

281 National
Land

Acquired by
GOB?

Some
leases

Timber
managemen
t

Alternative
agricultural

Conservatio
n
easements

282 Large
Private
Landholding

Kent  Shirk &
Hinson

Private
Protected
Area

Timber
managemen
t

283b National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

Timber
managemen
t

283 Multiple
small
landholdings

Privet
Properties

Enforcement
of 66 ft

283a National
Land

GOB Timber
managemen
t

284 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Timber
managemen
t

285 Large
Private
Landholding

GOB
acquired

Enforcement
of 66 ft

Ecotourism

286 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Conservatio
n

Ecotourism
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PARCEL_N
O

LANDTENU
RE

OWNER COMMENT
S

RECOMME
ND

RECOMME
ND2

RECOMME
ND3

RECOMME
ND4

RECOMME
ND5

RECOMME
ND6

RECOMME
ND7

287 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Militairy
Training

Conservatio
n

Ecotourism

288 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Enforcement
of 66 ft

Ecotourism

290 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

Conservatio
n
easements

290 Unleased
National
Land

GOB Enforcement
of 66 ft

291 Insufficient
data

No data Enforcement
of 66 ft

292 Unleased
National
Land

GOB
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Annexe D: Detailed land tenure maps: Map 18
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